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HUMAN-LED ICE SCIENCE ON MARS: FROM INTERNATIONAL MARS ICE MAPPER TO THE FIRST
ICE CORES. D. M. H. Baker1, R. Davis2, M. A. Viotti3, T. Haltigin4, R. Mugnuolo5, T. Usui6, E. Ammannito5, M.
Amoroso5, K. Fujita6, M. S. Kelley2. 1NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771
(david.m.hollibaughbaker@nasa.gov), 2NASA Headquarters, 3Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, 4Canadian Space Agency, 5Agenzia Spatiale Italiana, 6Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency.
Ice Science on Mars: Near-surface, accessible
water ice on Mars is of great interest for human
exploration given its potential to provide novel
discoveries about Mars’s potential for life and climate
history and its great importance as a resource. Recently
outlined by the NASA Agency-level Mars Ice Core
Working Group (NASA-MICWG) [1], sampling the ice
for both climatology and astrobiology is a key “science
requirement” for human missions to the surface of Mars.
This multidisciplinary expert body also noted that
precursor satellite remote-sensing is necessary for
assessing candidate sites for human exploration and for
ice-sampling/drilling locations within them.
High-priority “ice-science“ objectives [1] align with
MEPAG Goals I-IV [2] and closely relate to the
scientific aims of other nations with human-robotic
Mars exploration ambitions: Cryobiology (Goal I):
Determine: 1) the nature/temporal evolution of
habitable space in the subsurface ice; 2) if extinct/extant
life is present and phylogenetic/metabolic relationships;
3) the potential to preserve biosignatures. Climatology/
Geology (Goals II&III): Determine the: stratigraphy /
age of both 4) ice and 5) lithic matter in the core; 6)
climate processes/the relationship between orbital
cycles and climate conditions; 7) geographic
distribution/history of ice near the core site; and 8)
context for interpreting biological/climate records in
the core. These objectives are synergistic with the need
to understand the physical properties of near-surface ice
and its overburden in preparing for human exploration
(Goal IV), including resource characterization and
planetary protection. Due to the high importance of ice
deposits to both science and resource planning, their
characterization is inextricably linked, and contributes
to selection of the first human landing site(s) on Mars.
Precursor Measurements: Planning priority
scientific investigations worthy of sending humans
cannot begin by considering surface science alone. Per
multiple community studies [e.g., 4], critical knowledge
gaps remain that cannot be fully addressed with
foundational data sets about the nature and distribution
of ice [e.g., Subsurface Water Ice Mapping (SWIM)
study] [3]. Addressing gaps will frame and inform the
ice-related science objectives, investigations, and
expeditions astronauts will eventually pursue on Mars –
a planning effort that will span multiple stakeholder
groups and require multi-disciplinary expertise,
nationally and internationally, over the next decade(s).

Satellite Remote Sensing: As the first potential
mission
with
dedicated
reconnaissance-driven
requirements for human exploration (and supplemental
science), the International Mars Ice Mapper (I-MIM)
mission [5] is being designed to address such gaps. Four
of the space agencies engaged in I-MIM concept studies
are signatories to the Artemis Accords and have similar
national strategies for a future sustained human-robotic
presence on Mars. I-MIM would carry an L-band
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) / nadir SAR Sounder
and possible secondary payloads to assess: 1) the
location and extent of near-surface water ice; 2) its
accessibility; and, 3) ice-rich candidate sites for human
exploration. To compare candidate sites, I-MIM would
produce high-resolution maps of target areas that have
adequate and accessible water ice, are as equatorward as
possible, and model the potential for human-led “ice
science,” human-class landing and ascent, ISRU, and
civil engineering. These assessments would influence
the types of, and methods for, scientific investigations
that could be pursued at each, and methods of resource
access, extraction, processing, and transportation. In
turn, science priorities and engineering feasibility would
inform ultimate site selection and certification.
Ground-Based Surveys: Once candidate landing
sites are determined, follow-on ground-based surveys
will most likely be critical for identifying suitable ice
reserves, reducing risks associated with estimates of
resource potential, and ensuring surface operability and
trafficability. Both Moon and Mars ISRU studies [6,7]
suggest that at least one landed precursor mission with
instrument suites for characterizing the ice and its
environs would reduce risk prior to human arrival.
These missions would provide measurements to support
contextualizing and prioritizing key ice-related science
objectives. Robotic precursor missions could each carry
a suite of instruments such as a: 1) wide-band groundpenetrating radar (GPR, e.g., similar to RIMFAX on the
Perseverance rover) to identify subsurface stratigraphy
and physical properties over 10-100s of meters, 2)
mechanical probe to determine geotechnical properties
of the overburden and the depth to the top of the ice
table, 3) drill to characterize subsurface material
properties and possibly cache samples for human
retrieval and return to Earth, 4) spectral imager to assess
material properties and the composition of surface and
drill retrievals, and 5) possible lab suites to analyze the
geochemistry and biological potential of samples.
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Human-led Ice-coring Baseline Measurements
and Equipment: Given the above precursor activities
critical for ice-deposit characterization, science and
engineering mission planners would likely have very
good understandings of the vertical and spatial extent of
ice and the material/geotechnical properties of the
overburden in the immediate vicinity of the landing
site(s). With that knowledge, astronauts could focus on
extracting continuous ice cores and other samples at
predetermined extraction sites and less on
measurements that contextualize these ice cores.
While procedures for handling ice cores on Earth are
very manual processes, handling and contamination
issues in the search for life on Mars would make such
processes difficult [1]. Robotic extraction and storage of
ice cores could reduce the time required for human
operations and better preserve the cores’ integrity. A
favored scenario thus involves a human-robotic
partnership to optimize the astronauts’ time on the
surface, with a coring rover playing a central role. Such
a follow-on to an ice-mapping mission would likely
benefit from international partnerships, as well as
contribute to building together a scalable and interoperational human future on Mars.
Rover payloads: Conceptually, the baseline icesampling rover would be equipped with an ice-core drill
and storage system, modular borehole probing devices,
a GPR, and spectral imaging system. The drill system
would extract continuous cores of the overburden/nearsurface ice and then hermetically seal the cores. A key
requirement for the drilling system [1] is the ability to
penetrate several different types of layers, including
loose regolith, rocks, ice-cemented ground, and ice with
various fractions of particles and rocks. The GPR would
be used to confirm precursor measurements coordinated
with the drilling location, allowing real-time decisions
on a suitable drilling location with conformable layers
and on bonus science measurements beyond the
immediate field site. The modular borehole probes
would be designed to make in situ measurements to
address key geobiology/geochemistry-related science
objectives and to compare results with later laboratory
analyses of returned samples, either on Mars, in transit
back to Earth, or in state-of-the-art laboratories here.
Astronauts: With much of the drilling activity
completed by the rover, astronauts could focus on
overseeing remaining drilling operations, with the
possible need to switch drill components, retrieve and
replace sealed core tubes, and attach borehole probes.
Hand tools (carried with an equipment cart) would be
needed to collect samples from the overburden, along
with other sample handling and transport aids.
Concept of Operations: The above measurements
would fit into most EVA scenarios, provided that a
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coring rover would accompany the astronaut team. The
time available for EVAs and mobility would affect the
number of cores retrieved and the ability to evaluate the
spatial heterogeneity of the ice deposits.
Short stay with robotic support: Retrieval of at least
one core, and ideally three, would be the goal. If a fully
automated process, a rover could continue drilling and
caching samples for future human missions, but might
be restricted to shallow subsurface cores.
Long stay, fixed habitat: Guided by surficial
landforms and GPR measurements, additional core
samples at multiple sites could be collected close to the
lander. Sample and site analysis would answer
questions about the heterogeneity of the overburden and
ice, the origin of landforms, and improved
contextualization of the ice cores. Geochemical and
biological measurements on the retrieved cores and/or
other samples might be possible if the fixed habitat had
appropriate laboratory analytical capabilities.
Long stay, mobility: This scenario would
significantly reveal the distribution/vertical structure of
ice and past/present habitable environments associated
with different landforms and terrain types. Human-class
rovers would provide access to more complex, highpriority destinations (e.g., proximal termini of debriscovered glaciers and glacial ice). A GPR on pressurized
rovers could continuously measure the subsurface
during traverses.
With any of these “ice science” scenarios, specific
scientific questions and human mission architectures are
as yet unknown, and likely the work of multidisciplinary
experts from many nations. The above multi-mission
concept of operations makes a case for informing these
decisions with early and targeted reconnaissance and
technology demonstrations. The sequenced plan would
be achievable, reduce risks, center on scientific
objectives worthy of sending humans, and support an
eventual sustained human presence with in situ waterice resources (thus significantly reducing the cost of
human missions).
References: [1] NASA MICWG (2021), 74 p. [2]
MEPAG (2020), Mars Scientific Goals, Objectives,
Investigations,
and
Priorities:
2020.
89
p.
https://mepag.jpl.nasa.gov/reports.cfm. [3] Morgan, G.A. et
al. (2021), Nature Astronomy, 5, 230–236. [4] Bussey, B. and
S.J. Hoffman (2016), 2016 IEEE Aerospace Conference, 1-21.
[5] Ianson, E. et al. (2021), I-MIM June 2021 MEPAG
presentation, https://mepag.jpl.nasa.gov/meetings.cfm. [6]
Kleinhenz, J. et al. (2020), Lunar Water ISRU Measurement
Study (LWIMS), NASA TM-20205008626. [7] AbbudMadrid, A., et al. (2016), Report of the Mars Water In-Situ
Resource Utilization (ISRU) Planning (M-WIP) Study; 90 p,
http://mepag.nasa.gov/reports/Mars_Water_ISRU_Study.ppt
x.
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ASSESSMENT OF MEPAG SCIENCE OBJECTIVES BENEFITING FROM HUMAN EXPLORATION OF
MARS. D. Banfield1, R.A. Yingst2, J. Stern3 A. Davila1, C. Newman4, D. Brain5, R. Williams2, C. Viviano6, M.
Rucker7, J. Bleacher8, P. Niles7, R. Zurek9, and M. Mischna9, 1NASA Ames Research Center (donald.j.banfield@nasa.gov), 2Planetary Science Institute, 3NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, 4Aeolis Research, 5University of
Colorado, 6Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, 7NASA Johnson Space Center, 8NASA Headquarters, 9Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology.
Introduction: The Mars Science Goals, Objectives,
Investigations and Priorities (commonly referred to as
the ‘Goals Document’) of the Mars Exploration Program Analysis Group (MEPAG) is a living document
that reflects the priority science investigations of the
Mars community for advancing the cause of Mars exploration science in four, key thematic areas—Life, Climate, Geology and Preparation for Human Exploration.
The document itself is organized into a four-tiered hierarchy, consisting of Goals, Objectives, Sub-Objectives
and Investigations. Objectives capture the strategy and
milestones required to achieve each goal. Sub-Objectives provide additional detail on specific components
of each objective, but are not, themselves, actionable activities. Investigations are specific science measurements, or collections of measurements, which answer
individual questions of Mars science. The most recent
update to this document occurred in 2020 [1], with updates to all four sections, but the most substantive revisions occurring to Goal I (‘Life’).
The Goals Document is designed to remain agnostic
about the approach to individual science investigations—whether a study is performed robotically or by
humans is largely unimportant, so long as the investigation is accomplished. However, in a practical sense,
there may be benefit to certain investigations being conducted largely with human involvement, due to factors
of investigation complexity (requiring human involvement to successfully accomplish), time criticality (such
that robotic processing cannot accomplish the investigation in a timely manner), or difficulty (where the presence of humans facilitates completion of tasks too difficult for purely robotic means).
While assignment of the MEPAG Goals Document
investigations into categories of human input being necessary or not falls outside the purpose of the Goals Document itself, there is, nevertheless, value in reviewing
the 73 individual investigations which comprise Goals
I-III. (We purposefully exclude those investigations for
Goal IV, Preparation for Human Exploration, as, by
their very nature, such investigations must be performed
prior to the arrival of humans to Mars.)
Activities: The MEPAG Goals Committee undertook a review of the Goals I-III investigations to identify
which would most strongly benefit from human involvement. By this, the committee sought to highlight
those investigations which were more simply or

expertly accomplished by humans, or for which science
content and value were maximized. While individual
investigations in the Goals Document are prioritized
within their parent sub-objective (or objective), only a
more limited effort was undertaken to assign prioritization from the perspective of human involvement. Specifically, investigations were classified into one of three
categories, high, medium, and low, answering the question, “How much added value is provided by human involvement in the investigation?” Importantly, we did
not aim to address whether an investigation could be accomplished by humans (it is assumed that all investigations could be performed by humans at least as well as
by robotic means). Rather, the classification was designed to quantify the relative value of human engagement. An investigation where human involvement
would provide only minimal added science value over a
fully robotic investigation would be given a ‘low’ classification. An example of this might be MEPAG Goal
II, Investigation A4.3, “Characterize the thermal state
and its variability of the upper atmosphere under the full
range of present-day driving conditions.” For this,
measurements of the upper atmosphere are best
achieved with remote sensing from orbit and would negligibly be augmented by human involvement—existing
techniques can be conducted fully robotically.
Conversely, an investigation where human involvement would be largely enabling would be given a ‘high’
classification. An example of this might be MEPAG
Goal I, Investigation A2.2, “Identify and constrain the
magnitude of possible energy sources, chemical potential and flux, and how they change with depth.” Here,
while purely robotic drilling systems can potentially
penetrate to a depth of tens of meters with current technologies, it is likely that human involvement could
greatly facilitate the process, enabling drilling depths of
hundreds to thousands of meters, vastly expanding the
scope of the investigation, and better achieving the overlying science objective.
As the assessment of the Goals Document is focused
on evaluating the specific MEPAG investigations, the
review does not discuss aspects of surface deployment
scenarios. It is assumed that the appropriate scenario
would be assigned by a future human mission to complete the identified investigations.
The end product of this study is a matrix of all 73
investigations of Goals I-III, representing the Mars
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science community’s view of those investigations that
could best (or least) be served by human engagement.
Summary: The MEPAG Goals Committee has undertaken an activity to evaluate the value to science of
human involvement in each of the individual investigations in Goals I-III of the MEPAG Goals Document. Investigations are classified into one of three categories
depending on the relative value of human interaction in
their completion. A matrix of the investigations will be
presented.
References: [1] MEPAG (2020), D. Banfield, ed.
89 pp.
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Most of the thinking about the potential science associated with a human mission to the martian surface
is associated with the human aspect, and this is proper. However, it is also important to think about the
mission aspect. Such an enterprise would result in the delivery of a large amount of mass to the martian
surface, and it is not a requirement that all of this payload be used for things that directly involve the
astronauts. Some subset of this payload could be elements that are of major importance to science,
that can operate robotically, either entirely or periodically. This has the potential to significantly amplify
the total scientific content of the mission. The opportunity to be able to transport things to the martian
surface is an opportunity not to be missed, whether the mission has humans on it or not. With regards
to the four architectures planned for discussion at this conference, we can perhaps think of this as
“architecture-independent” science. The purpose of this abstract is to propose this as a category within
which to bookkeep a certain sector of scientific investigations, and to identify some initial ideas that may
fit within the category.
What types of architecture-independent science might be a good fit to accompany human missions?
Some obvious candidates, discussed in more detail below, might include: 1). Meteorological
investigations, such as atmospheric temperature and pressure sensors, 2). Leave-behind packages,
which by definition need to be able to operate without the presence of an astronaut and; 3). Remote
packages that may or may not be within radio (or driving) distance of the astronauts.
1). Meteorological investigations. Atmospheric observations tend to be dominated by a need for
repeated observation of the same phenomenon at high frequency, and over as long a duration as is
possible. This can commonly involve reading the sensors once/minute or more, and can involve things
like measuring the air temperature, wind speed, barometric pressure, dust opacity, relative and/or
absolute humidity, and perhaps other attributes. The key to these kinds of data sets is that the
information be collected in a regular, systematic way, and throughout the length of a day (including at
night). This is a job well-suited to computer-controlled instrumentation, and poorly suited to human
operation. Note that because important advances in understanding martian atmospheric dynamics will
come from measuring the state of the atmosphere at different places at the same time, there is a very
strong drive to build towards multiple, networked meteorological stations, and the human mission could
be a key strategic element in establishing or growing such a network.
2). Leave-behind packages, which by definition need to be able to operate without the presence of an
astronaut
Two obvious categories of science monitoring stations that could productively be left behind by humans
and subsequently be operated robotically are 1) meteorological station(s) (discussed above) and 2)
seismic monitoring stations. Both have previously been deployed at Mars entirely through the use of
robotics, and clearly that is an option for a human mission. Both would be at their most useful if they
could be endowed with very long lifetime, which means they would need to have dust-tolerant power
sources. In the case of a seismometer, the scientific usefulness is dependent on the coupling between
the instrument and the ground, and this could undeniably benefit from human judgement and dexterity
during installation. However, the operation of such a seismometer would undeniably be impacted by
the presence of humans nearby, who would contribute noise. The best data from such an instrument
would come after the humans have departed. For a meteorological station, one measurement that has
been problematic to deploy robotically is an anemometer. There is more than one way to make this
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measurement, and further trade studies are needed regarding whether deployment is best done fully
robotically, or by involving astronauts.
3). Remote packages that may or may not be within radio distance of the astronauts
There may be a desire to deploy remote science packages, that may include mobility attributes (e.g.
rovers, helicopters, or perhaps other). These could potentially be launched from the primary human
landing site (and they would then carry out their objective(s) nearby), or they could perhaps be
separately deployed with their own EDL. This would allow for the possibility that such remote packages
could be a very long way away from the humans. If such a package was within radio distance, a range of
control solutions would be possible, including 100% astronaut control, intermittent control by the
astronauts and from Earth, and all the way up to 100% control from Earth. If the remote package was
outside of radio range from the astronaut base, control may be limited to Earth-based solutions.
Conclusions:
Given opportunities a human mission would represent for continued scientific exploration, it is
important to consider the full range of possible options for types of payloads and investigations that
could be delivered, deployed, and/or operated. These payloads would need to be chosen based on the
merits of their intrinsic science value as well as their compatibility with the architecture of the human
mission. We encourage discussion of the possibility of robotic elements that are controlled from Earth,
and/or elements that are intermittently controlled by humans in different locations (e.g. local, orbit,
Earth).
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LUCA 355 Genes Biomarkers of last Common Ancestor Organisms of All Present
Life on Earth existed at Earth Seabeds Hydrothermal Vents, 3.8 Billion Years ago,
when Earth -Mars-Venus Environments were similar. So the likelihood of Finding
3.8 Billion Year Old Bio-Signature Fossils on Mars ( and Venus ) is Substantial from
the Known 3.8 Billion Year Old Organisms Bio-Signature Fossils on Earth, which
existed at Earth Seabeds Hydrothermal Vents.

Basics- Theory for Finding Life Forms in 3.8 Billions Years Old Fossils on Mars
(1) 3.8 Billion Years ago, LUCA 355 Genes Biomarkers of last Common Ancestor of
All Present Life on Earth existed at Earth Seabeds Hydrothermal Vents, when
Earth -Mars Environments were similar,
(2) Before about 3.8 Billion Years ago, Mars may have had a denser
Atmosphere and higher surface temperatures, allowing vast amounts of liquid water
on the surface, including an Ocean that covering one-third of the planet.
(3) Similar Environments from the Formation of Planets Earth , Mars and Venus, to
about 3.8 Billion Years ago, of Earth, Mars and Venus, means the likelihood of
Developing similar Forms of Life from Similar Sources is High, with the Likelihood
of Developing the Similar Fittest Forms of Life the Highest, in the 3.8 Billion Year
Old Earth, Mars and Venus.
(4) Development and Survival of the Fittest - 3.8 Billion Years ago, LUCA 355 Genes
Biomarkers of last Common Ancestor Organism of All Present Life on Earth,
existed at Earth Seabeds Hydrothermal Vents, when Earth -Mars Environments
were similar, means only LUCA 355 Genes Biomarkers Organisms survived on
Earth, and so must be the Fittest Types of Organisms.
(5) Finding 3.8 Billion Year Old Bio-Signature Fossils on Mars ( and Venus ) is
Substantial from the Known 3.8 Billion Year Old Organisms Bio-Signature Fossils
on Earth, which existed at Earth Seabeds Hydrothermal Vents.
(6) At least two-thirds of Mars's surface is more than 3.5 billion years old, and Mars
may thus hold the best record of the prebiotic conditions leading to life, even if life
does not or has never existed there, which might have started developing as early as
4.48 billion years ago.
(7) 3.8 Billion Years ago, LUCA 355 Genes Biomarkers of Ancestor of All Present
Life on Earth existed at Earth Seabeds Hydrothermal Vents, when Earth -Mars
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Environments were similar, so Life Lookout at Mars Hydrothermal Vents in the
ancient Martian North Pole Sea Region, with Spectroscopic Electronic Noses for
LUCA 355 Genes Biomarkers related Organisms.
3.8 Billion Years ago, LUCA 355 Genes Biomarkers of last Common Ancestor of All
Present Life on Earth existed at Earth Seabeds Hydrothermal Vents, when Earth Mars Environments were similar. So Spectroscopic Electronic Noses for LUCA 355
Genes Biomarkers related Organisms for the Fittest a Likely Organisms.
So as the LUCA 355 Genes Biomarkers Organisms in the 3.8 Billion Year Mars
Geological Strata, with 3.8 Billion Old Biomarkers Signature on 3.8 Billion Year
Old Mars could exist, as the Fittest Gene Combination related Organisms on Mars,
like the 3.8 Billion Years Old LUCA 355 Genes Organisms, which were Last
Universal Common Ancestor to All Life on Earth, by referencing the 3.8 Billion Old
Early Earth LUCA 355 Genes Biomarkers Template, at the Hydrothermal Vents of
3.8 Billion Old Mars Oceanic Watery Seabeds.
So the 3.8 Billion Old Martian Hydrothermal Vents, which could create or Harbor
or Support, Ancient Microorganism Life, like the 3.8 Billion Years ago, LUCA 355
Genes Biomarkers of last Common Ancestor of All Present Life on Earth existed at
Earth Seabeds Hydrothermal Vents, when Earth -Mars Environments were similar.
Probability of Finding Life Forms is the Highest in the 3.8 Years Old Martian
Northern Lowland Watery Ocean Zone, with Maximum Probability around 3.8
Billion Old Northern Martian Hydrothermal Vent Features, followed by 3.8 Billion
Old Northern Martian Hydrothermal Vent related Rivers which could carry ancient
Micro-organisms to Deeper Northern Lowlands and followed by Life Form Finding
Probability around ancient Riverbeds from Southern Highlands reaching to
Northern Lowland Sea, where they met and at Southern Highlands very Deep
Watery Lakes Hydrothermal Vents.
We know that Mars harbored a Martian North Hemisphere based Watery Ocean
roughly covering 33% of the Planet Surface, in the Martian Dichotomy Northern
Lowlands, around Martian North Pole 3.8 Billion Years ago.
As Mars started Drying, Dry Martian Winds could Blow and Deposit such 3.8
Billion Years Micro-Organisms, to Wetter Areas around the fringes of North Pole
Watery Ice Cap or to Deeper Watery Basins of the Northern Martian Sea.
Northern Martian Ice Cap gets covered by CO2 Ice Cap during Winter
So after around 1 to 1.5 Billion Years after Creation of Mars, Northern Martian Ice
Cap could initially Trap such 3.8 Billion Years Micro-Organisms with ancient Dust,
to Wetter Areas mostly around, On and Inside the fringes of North Pole Watery Ice
Cap on and below Northern Ice Cap Surface.
Martian Dichotomy Southern Highlands covering 66 % of Martian Surface has
many Deep Impact Craters, which could be Endemic Watery Lakes, which could
also Create or Support LUCA 355 Genes Biomarkers Organisms in the 3.8 Billion
Year Old Mars Geological Strata. However lacking water outlet circulation, except
the feeding Rivers, they could become more Saline and less Receptive to any Life
Forms, except around Hydrothermal Vents and River Outlets from Southern
Highland would Transport any Existing Life Forms to Northern Martian Lowland
Watery Ocean and would Trap such life forms Organisms, in the Sediments and
Dust by Wet Fringes of River and Mars Polar Ice Cap of Northern Lowland Ocean.
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Semi-Equatorial Mars Dichotomy Cliffs Bottom Caves and Hellas Planitia Cliffs
Bottom as the Best Underground Pressurized Sealed Caves Optical Fiber Lighted as
Habitable Regions on Mars
Semi-Equatorial Mars Dichotomy Cliff Bottom and together Very Deep Mars
Basins near the Equator can be Underground Pressurized Sealed Caves Optical
Fiber Lighted can be designated as better Habitable Regions on Mars than near Ice
Caps of Mars Poles based Underground Pressurized Sealed Caves Optical Fiber
Lighted can be designated as Habitable Regions on Mars
Semi-Equatorial Mars Dichotomy Cliffs Bottom Caves and Hellas Planitia Cliffs
Bottom Underground Sealed Buffer Caves for Proper Air Pressure and Protection
from Cosmic Radiation and Lighted by Optical Cables from the Surface of Mars at
and including Lava Tube Caves at Mars Dichotomy Bottom and Lava Tube Caves
at North and South Poles, including near North Pole Ice Cap, near South Pole Ice
Cap and at the Mars Dichotomy located Caves or Lava Tubes Habitable Regions on
Mars. - Mars Dichotomy Escarpent Bottom and Deep Hellas Cliffs Bottoms,
Ground Water Gravitaionally Draining as a sources of Water for Habitations.

Semi-Equatorial Mars Dichotomy Cliffs Bottom Caves and Hellas Planitia Cliffs
Bottom Cliffs Bottom Caves and Hellas Planitia Cliffs Bottom as the Best
Underground Pressurized Sealed Caves Optical Fiber Lighted, Cosmic Radiation
Protected and Ground Water Availability Location as Habitable Regions on Mars
Habitability Basics on Mars - Underground Sealed Buffer Caves for Proper Air
Pressure and Protection from Cosmic Radiation and Lighted by Optical Cables
from the Surface of Mars. Lava Tubes or Lava Basins near both the Polar Cap
regions with and the Mars Dichotomy Regions
Best Habitable Locations for Water Availability - North Pole Water Ice Cap and
South Polar Regions Water Ice Cap with Underground Caves of either Empty Lava
Tubes or Erosion Caves
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Best Habitable Locations for Water Availability and Solar Energy Availability Mars Dichotomy - On Earth Bottom of Every Cliff like Escarpment has Water
Seeping as the Highland acts like a Sponge for holding Water. Mars Dichotomy is a
Huge Scarp land where Ground Water at the Bottom Humidity may Exceed the
Average Ground Water of my Mars by multiple Times and also relatively near the
Surface. Also the Escarpment may have Many Habitable Caves which can be Sealed.
Also as Dichotomy is near Equator the Solar Energy Availability nay Raise the
Temperature to Habitable Level.
Optical Fiber based Lighted Dichotomy Bottom Cliffs or Erosion Caves or Lava
tube Caves may offer better Habitability than Poles because of more Solar Energy
including for Lighting by Optical Cables, more Underground Cave like Structures
at Dichotomy Cliff Bottom and more likelihood by Underground Ground Water at
the Bottom Edge of Mars Dichotomy.
Such Cliff caves can be Sealed to Create and Retain an Earth like Atmosphere at
Earth like Pressure inside Buffered Sealed Areas inside Lava Tubes or
Underground Cliff Caves, with Optical Fibers carried Solar Energy Sunlight
lighting the Habitable Cave Residences and Work Places with Earth like N2 - O2
Atmosphere, with Electromagnetic Wearable with Electromagnetic Track Created
Artificial Simulated Gravity and also Lighting partially CO2 filled UV Lighted
Underground Farming for Very High Yield of Vegetable Crops.

Semi-Equatorial Mars Dichotomy Cliffs Bottom Caves and Hellas Planitia Cliffs
Bottom Cliffs Bottom Caves and Hellas Planitia Cliffs Bottom as the Best Habitables
with Underground Earth like Pressurized Atmosphere Cosmic Radiation Protected
Sealed Caves Optical Fiber Lighted as Habitable Regions on Mars
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CONFIRMING WHAT YOU SAW: A THIN SECTION LABORATORY ON MARS. Andrew Gangidine1
1
Cranbrook Institute of Science, 39221 Woodward Ave, Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304, agangidine@cranbrook.edu

Introduction: With missions such as NASA’s
Mars 2020, the search for ancient life on Mars is already underway. Mars 2020 includes a planned Mars
Sample Return (MSR) component which will allow for
the study of collected Martian rocks here on Earth.
These samples will undoubtedly yield important and
novel information, but the collected drill cores are relatively small (~1.3 x 6.0 cm) and likely will not represent the complete geochemical and geospatial context
of the local environment in which they were obtained.
A “boots on the ground” mission to Mars would allow
for a substantially more robust search for ancient life,
and will be instrumental in determining if life ever
arose on the Red Planet.
Thin sectioning, the process by which rock samples
are converted to slides that can be viewed via light
microscopy, is a staple sample preparation technique in
the geosciences, and is commonly employed in the
search for ancient microbial life. By equipping future
manned missions to Mars with thin sectioning capabilities, we can ensure that samples are actively characterized on-site and that the highest priority samples can
be returned to Earth.
Focused Science Objectives: The main science
objective of preparing Martian samples into thin sections is to perform preliminary but detailed characterization of collected samples via transmitted light microscopy. This will allow scientists to better understand a more complete picture of the composition of
any given sample as well as its potential geological and
astrobiological significance. This would in turn inform
the merit and priority of what samples will be selected
for MSR, as well as allow for more detailed fieldwork
to be performed if a sample yields unexpected or otherwise interesting results that would warrant additional
sample collection.
This is especially relevant to the search for ancient
life on Mars, and would support the first goal outlined
in the Mars Science Goals, Objectives, Investigations,
and Priorities document prepared by the MEPAG
Goals Committee, which is: “Determine if Mars ever
Supported, or Still Supports, Life” [1]. Microbial body
fossils (microfossils) would arguably provide the most
convincing evidence of ancient life on Mars, but are
often difficult to find and certainly not ubiquitous in
any given environment. Since these fossils are not visible to the unaided eye, they require more analyses
than what can be carried out in the field. Earth-based
analyses in Mars-analogue environments often show
cm–m+ variations in terms of the geospatial location of

fossilized microbial remains, which is typically not
apparent from macroscale observations. This can easily
lead to false-negatives when searching for microfossils
if only small portions of an environment are sampled.
Thin sectioning would allow for environments to be
more exhaustively characterized while also allowing
samples to be vetted prior to returning to Earth, which
is important since sample return will be mass-limited.
Methodology and Required Equipment: Thin
sections are easily prepared by obtaining a rock sample
of interest and using a trim saw to ensure the sample is
appropriately sized for placement on a glass slide (typically 2 x 3 inches maximum) and using epoxy to adhere a flat edge to the slide. The sample is then further
trimmed and polished until it is thin enough for light to
pass through, allowing for viewing under a transmitted
light microscope. A trim saw and a grinding wheel can
both be attached to the same axle and operated using a
low-power motor (~⅓–½ Hp). Samples can be attached to an arm to guide this process, using ceramic
mounting surfaces that do not require the use of vacuums and can optionally utilize a small volume of water
or other cutting fluid depending on the sample. Based
on commercial options, it is conceivable that an added
thin section machine would be under 100 lbs and could
be contained in a 1 x 1 x 2 ft space or smaller. Sample
collection, preparation, and analysis could all be performed by one individual. Thin sections could be
viewed under a standard research-grade transmitted
light microscope with imaging capabilities. Obtained
information could additionally be sent to Earth-based
laboratories for further processing and consideration.
Concept of Operations: Minimal EVA time
would be needed for human sample collection, which
could be carried out using traditional field tools.
Transport and total EVA time will depend on the landing site and travel distance to sample sites of interest.
Samples would ideally be collected in duplicate at
minimum, and would be returned to a habitat for sample preparation and analysis.
Conclusions: Due the minimal footprint, ease of
use, value of obtained information, and flexibility of
inclusion for multiple mission types, thin sectioning
capabilities would be a noteworthy addition to future
manned missions to Mars.
References: [1] MEPAG (2020), Mars Scientific
Goals, Objectives, Investigations, and Priorities: 2020.
D. Banfield, ed., 89 p. white paper posted March, 2020
by the Mars Exploration Program Analysis Group
(MEPAG).
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOPHYSICAL MONITORING IN A HUMAN EXPLORATION ZONE ON
MARS. S. D. Guzewich1, S. C. R. Rafkin2, M. L. Lupisella1, M. Sultana1, M.D. Smith1, A. S. J. Khayat1,3,4, E.
Mason1,3,5, J. R. Espley1, A. M. Soto2, 1NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771
scott.d.guzewich@nasa.gov, 2Southwest Research Institute, Boulder, CO 80302, 3Center for Research and Exploration
in Space Science & Technology II, Greenbelt, MD 20771, 4University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,
5
University of Maryland Baltimore County, Baltimore, MD 21250.
Introduction: Human exploration of the martian
surface would present unprecedented opportunities to
leverage sophisticated and capable instrumentation for
science. The advantage of speed, decision-making,
ample power and data volumes, and mobility would
permit such instruments to be expertly sited and take
more valuable scientific measurements than robotic
missions have made to date.
An important goal of human exploration of Mars
should be to fully characterize the atmospheric and
geophysical environment within the exploration zone
both before and during a surface mission [1]. Such
characterization would provide unprecedented regionalscale knowledge of the subsurface, surface, and
atmosphere, and critically, help quantify the impact that
human exploration and resource utilization has on the
pristine martian environment [2]. This information
would also be invaluable for assessing planetary
protection and crew safety, and a similar approach could
be implemented on the Moon to help inform how this
approach could be implemented for human Mars
missions [3].
Regional Perspective: Human exploration will
inevitably alter the martian environment. Resource
utilization of buried ice deposits will involve the
removal of tons of material, create seismic disturbances,
and change the local water cycle. Science investigations
such as drilling, exploration in rovers, and activities
near the habitat will loft dust into the atmosphere.
Leakage from suits and habitats will create complex
planetary protection evaluations and complicate
interpretations of atmospheric trace gases such as CH4,
H2O, SO2, and others. Hence, establishing a baseline
understanding of the regional environment before
astronauts arrive and continuing monitoring during their
exploration is vital to properly interpret the science
measurements that are being made and confidently
evaluate the human impact to those results. A related
proposal has been made for the moon [5]. We propose a
network of remotely-deployed geophysical and
environmental monitoring stations be placed at least 1
Mars year prior to astronaut landing and operated
through the human mission (Figure 1) [5].
Additional sensors, such as aeolian sensors, vertical
towers for atmospheric measurements at multiple

heights, and subsurface heat flow sensors would likely
require astronaut deployment and EVA time.
Science Objectives:
The advantage of
environmental and geophysical investigations during a
human mission is their continuous data collection mode
of operation. Once deployed (either by robotic
preparatory missions or the astronauts), such
instruments can run continuously to monitor both
transient phenomena and diurnal and seasonal cycles
with zero or minimal involvement from the astronauts.
The additional power and data transfer capabilities of a
human surface mission also permit this continuous
operation in ways that have been unavailable to robotic
landed missions. These investigations can be employed
regardless of the mission architecture, surface duration,
or landing location.
Specifically, we envision a series of atmospheric,
geophysical, and aeolian sensors that are placed within
the exploration zone.
Understanding regional
atmospheric dynamics is challenging from orbit and
impossible from a single robotic lander. As seen in CH4
measurements between the Curiosity rover and Trace
Gas Orbiter, the regional scale flows are vital to
explaining trace gas transport and identifying sources
[6-7]. Atmospheric sensors would monitor all state
variables such as pressure, temperature (air and ground),
wind (including in the vertical direction), and humidity.
Such sensors have been flown repeatedly to Mars on
landed robotic missions and additional sensors (e.g.,
sonic anemometers) are ready for flight [e.g., 8].
Additional sensors to interrogate the atmospheric
boundary layer (e.g., upward looking lidar measuring
winds, gases, and aerosols), monitor trace gases, and
calculate the vertical fluxes of heat and momentum
would be novel measurements.
Dedicated aeolian sensors have yet to reach Mars.
Major gaps exist in our understanding of how and where
dust and sand are mobilized on the martian surface and
lifted into the atmosphere [9]. Properly placed aeolian
sensors that can detect lofted sand and dust particles, in
conjunction with atmospheric measurements, can
measure these physical processes and hence improve
atmospheric models and forecasts of martian dust
storms [10].
The movement and activity of astronauts on the
surface provides an artificial seismic source than can be
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used to directly interrogate the subsurface regolith and
crustal structure. A deployed network of simple seismic
stations can also help map the distribution and structure
of nearby water ice lenses that are available for resource
utilization. Such seismic sensors would preferably be
pre-deployed robotically before astronaut landing or
placed by astronauts as they explore the region from
their rover. The InSight HP3 “mole” was unable to
properly bury itself due to unexpected regolith and sand
properties. Astronauts on a short EVA (<1 hour) could
emplace such a probe (or preferably, a series of them) to
measure the heat flux from the planetary interior of
Mars, addressing high priority science goals [1,9].
Planetary Protection and Crew Safety: Nearly
each of these science objectives also have great value
for evaluating planetary protection concerns and
ensuring crew safety. Understanding the regional
atmospheric wind patterns allows us to evaluate where
gas leaking from astronauts and their habitat is flowing
and hence measuring which locations within the
exploration zone remain pristine. A network of dust
opacity sensors provides an early warning for dust
storms and helps provide a prediction for solar power
production, while also informing the crew when EVA
operations should be suspended for safety
considerations. Seismic sensors can monitor
instabilities created by resource utilization and drilling
operations and guide astronauts to the most fruitful
locations for water ice mining.
References: [1] Beaty, D. and P. Niles et al. (2015).
Science Objectives for the Human Exploration of Mars
Science Analysis Group [2] Bobskill, M. & Lupisella,
M. (2014). Human Mars Mission Surface Science
Operations. 10.2514/6.2014-1620. 13th International
Conference on Space Operations 2014, Pasadena, CA.
AIAA 2014-1620. [3] M. R. Bobskill, M. L. Lupisella,
R. P. Mueller, L. Sibille, S. Vangen and J. WilliamsByrd, "Preparing for Mars: Evolvable Mars Campaign
“Proving Ground” approach," 2015 IEEE Aerospace
Conference,
2015,
pp.
1-19,
doi:
10.1109/AERO.2015.7119274. [4] Glavin, D. ,
Dworkin, J., Lupisella, M., Williams, D., Kminek, G.,
and Rummel, J. (2010). In Situ Biological
Contamination Studies of the Moon: Implications for
Planetary Protection and Life Detection Missions.
Earth, Moon, and Planets. 107. 87-93. 10.1007/s11038010-9361-4. [5] Guzewich, S.D., J. Bleacher, M.D.
Smith, A.S.J. Khayat, and P. Conrad (2018). Dust in the
Atmosphere of Mars and its Impact on Human
Exploration, Chapter 16, Cambridge Scholars Pub. [6]
Pla‐Garcia, J., Rafkin, S.C., Karatekin, Ö. and
Gloesener, E. (2019) JGR: Planets, 124(8), pp.21412167. [7] Webster, C.R., Mahaffy, P.R., Pla-Garcia, J.,
Rafkin, S.C., Moores, J.E., Atreya, S.K., Flesch, G.J.,
Malespin, C.A., Teinturier, S.M., Kalucha, H. and
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Smith, C.L. (2021) Astronomy & Astrophysics, 650,
p.A166. [8] S.C.R. Rafkin, D. Banfield. (2020)
Planetary and Space Science, 193, 105064. [9] MEPAG
(2020),
Mars
Scientific
Goals,
Objectives,
Investigations,
and
Priorities:
2020.,
https://mepag.jpl.nasa.gov/reports.cfm. [10] Newman,
C.E. et al. (2020), White Paper submitted to the 20232032 Planetary Science and Astrobiology Decadal
Survey. [11] Bussey, B. and R. Davis (2015), Human
Landing Sites Study Overview.

Figure 1. A network of environmental and geophysical
monitoring sensors (red X’s) can be placed throughout
an exploration zone both before and during a human
surface mission. From [5]. Background image by [11].
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SAMPLING FLUID INCLUSIONS FROM MARTIAN CHLORIDE SALT DEPOSITS. J. R. Hill1 and P. R.
Christensen1, 1School of Earth and Space Exploration, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ (jonathon.hill@asu.edu).

Introduction: Chloride salt deposits on Mars are
primarily located in the Noachian-aged southern
highlands, with outliers occurring in various other
terrains [1,2]. Their visible, near-infrared, and thermal
infrared spectra are consistent with halite (NaCl) mixed
with typical Martian basaltic regolith, although the
exact proportions vary by deposit [3,4,5]. A quantitative
global survey has identified 1,605 chloride salt deposits,
with 1,154 deposits below +2km elevation and 505
deposits below +1km elevation (Figure 1). Their
latitudinal distribution is roughly Gaussian and centered
around -25°N (Figure 2) [6].
In-situ investigation of the Martian chloride salt
deposits with robotic-only missions would be
challenging. They have relatively rough surfaces
(Figure 3) compared with terrains that previous rovers
have traversed. Also, core sample drilling would be
required to fully understand their formation and
evolution, which would be difficult to accomplish with
robotic missions operated from Earth. Human missions
capable of surface EVAs and equipped with robotic
components operated from Mars orbit or the Martian
surface would enable a robust study of these deposits.

Figure 1: Distribution of chloride sites versus elevation

Figure 2: Distribution of chloride sites versus latitude

Science Objectives:
1) Drill core samples of chloride salt deposits. With
Mohs hardnesses ≤ 2.5, chloride mineral deposits
(halite, sylvite, bischofite, sinjarite, etc) will be one of
the most easily drillable rock types on Mars. Drill cores
will enable direct investigation of the stratigraphy
formed during precipitation of the chloride salts over
currently unconstrained timescales. Humans would
enhance the investigation by quickly identifying ideal
drilling sites, solving problems related to drilling into
unknown stratigraphy in real-time, and making
informed decisions about subsequent drill locations
based on the qualitative results of earlier attempts. This
would directly address MEPAG Goal III, Objective A
and HSO-SAG Objectives C1 and C2.
2) Identify preserved fluid inclusions in chloride salt
crystals. Fluid inclusions are created in the process of
chloride salt precipitation and crystallization [7] and
likely survive in many Martian deposits due to the lack
of subsequent modification [6]. Preserved within the
mineral crystal structure, they would enable direct
measurements of the water chemistry at the time of
precipitation, including organic and/or biologic content.
Human participation would allow for the rapid
identification of fluid inclusions and subjective costbenefit analyses of whether a core provides sufficient
fluid inclusions or if additional cores are required. This
would directly address MEPAG Goal I, Objective A,
and HSO-SAG Objectives A1, A2, B2, C1, and C2
3) Return chloride salt crystals containing fluid
inclusions for analysis on Earth. Fluid inclusions
represent very small sample sizes and would benefit
from analysis in a more controlled environment on
Earth. Chloride salt samples could be reduced in mass
and volume to maximize the fluid inclusion volume to
sample mass ratio. Humans would be able to make
informed, but qualitative, decisions regarding how
much the sample volumes/masses can be safely reduced
and how much of the return sample mass should be
dedicated to the chloride salt samples, based on their
scientific potential. This would allow a more thorough
analysis of the samples consistent with the goals and
objectives in (2).
Measurements and Equipment: All scenarios will
require a mobile core drilling system, which would
likely be able to support other mission science
objectives. Ideally, the astronauts would be able to
move and position the system, in order to take advantage
of their qualitative judgments regarding the accessibility
and quality of the chloride salt deposit being sampled.
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A storage case for safely transporting the core samples
back to the lander/habitat would also be required. Core
sample diameters could be optimized to reduce the mass
being transported back to the lander/habitat. Once inside
the lander/habitat, a three-dimensional visual scan of the
sample(s) would record the stratigraphy for later study.
Basic geology tools (hammer, chisel, etc) along with a
microscope would aid the crew in breaking down the
cores and identifying subsamples with fluid inclusions,
which could then be selected for return to Earth.
Scenario I) The extra EVA time would allow the
astronauts to carefully inspect the chloride salt deposit
in-situ and identify the best drilling location(s).
Depending on the time required to obtain the first drill
core, it may be possible to acquire multiple cores over
the course of multiple EVAs.
Scenario II) Limited EVA time might require the
drilling operations to be performed tele-robotically,
which would increase the mass and complexity of the
drilling system. However, the additional time within the
lander/habitat would give the crew more time to analyze
and prioritize samples for return to Earth.
Scenario III) Greatly extended surface time would
give the crew ample opportunity to analyze the drill
cores in detail, identify the best-quality fluid inclusions,
and reduce the mass/volume of the surrounding chloride
salt samples to maximize the value of the overall return
sample mass and volume.
Scenario IV) Similarly, an extended surface mission
would allow the crew to identify the best-quality
samples for return to Earth, perhaps with the help of
additional science instruments within the lander/habitat,
made possible by the larger science payload mass.
Concept of Operations:
Scenario I) A crewed mission would need to land
essentially on top of a chloride salt deposit in this
scenario, due to the limited surface mobility range.
EVAs would be needed to transport the drilling system
to an appropriate site, drill and recover the core
sample(s), and transport them back to the lander/habitat.
Scenario II) Similarly, this scenario would require
landing within a very short distance from a chloride salt
deposit. The additional emphasis on robotics could
upgrade the mobile core drilling system to be remotely
operable from the safety of the lander/habitat. EVAs
could then be reserved for collecting the core samples
and troubleshooting mechanical drilling problems.
Scenario III) Pressurized rovers and extended EVA
time would greatly improve the crew’s ability to
investigate chloride salt deposits. The habitat could be
placed closer to necessary resources (ex: subsurface
water ice) with one or more traverses dedicated to
acquiring the chloride salt core samples. The extended
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surface mission would provide ample time for the initial
analysis of samples within the habitat.
Scenario IV) This scenario would also require the
habitat to be located within EVA distance of a chloride
salt deposit, but would have the added benefit of
allowing multiple EVAs dedicated to sample
identification and acquisition to be spaced out over time,
allowing the crew time to adjust their sampling strategy
based on early results and/or to repair drilling
equipment.
Conclusion: All four mission scenarios could
support the collection and initial analysis of chloride salt
core samples and fluid inclusions, but the distinguishing
factors are the distance to the chloride salt deposit and
the surface mobility range. Scenario IV would be the
most ideal mission scenario for these science objectives,
but would require landing near a chloride salt deposit,
which may not be possible given mission resource
requirements. These science objectives would all but
require a southern hemisphere landing site, which may
also conflict with mission resource requirements.
References: [1] Osterloo et al. (2008) Science,
319.5870, 1651-1654. [2] Osterloo et al. (2010) J. Geophys.
Res. Planets, 115, E10012. [3] Jensen and Glotch (2011) J.
Geophys. Res. Planets, 116, E12. [4] Glotch et al. (2016) J.
Geophys. Res. Planets, 121.3, 454-471. [5] Ye and Glotch
(2019) J. Geophys. Res. Planets, 124.2, 209-222. [6] Hill and
Christensen, in prep. [7] Lowenstein et al. (2011) GSA Today,
21.1,4-9. [8] McEwen et al. (2007) J. Geophys. Res. Planets,
112.E5.

Figure 3: Examples of typical chloride deposit terrain
in HiRISE color images [8]
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Using International Space Station Science Operations to Develop Operational Concepts for Mars Surface
Science Objectives. I. Howley 1, J. Ende, C. McCarty, M. Vallejo, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Payload
Operations and Integration Center. 1ian.howley@nasa.gov.

Introduction: Mars missions present an enormous
technical challenge at every stage. From design
through execution, to sample return, experiments are
not exempt to these technical challenges. Fortunately,
similar challenges have been, and are currently being
addressed and solved aboard the International Space
Station (ISS). For over 20 years, the ISS has been
producing discoveries at the forefront of nearly all
major scientific fields. Though different in substantial
ways, science operations on Mars should build on the
significant experience of operations aboard the ISS.
Operations onboard the ISS have evolved and refined
our understanding of the entire payload life cycle,
from design, safety review, crew training, human
factors, payload physical profiles, distributed support
structures, and most importantly performing human
operated science off the Earth. As such, lessons
learned from these operations provide a vital starting
point for designing and implementing human
operations on Mars. In this abstract we offer insight
into the complex planning, integration and operations
of payloads aboard ISS and suggest how this
information can be used to inform science objectives
and operations for Mars surface missions.
Maximizing Time for Science Collection: Past
and current robotic missions such as Opportunity,
Curiosity, and Perseverance, have shown the breath of
science objectives that can be met with robotic
missions. Therefore, careful consideration is needed
when determining which high priority science
objectives will be met during human missions that
cannot be completed with robots alone. Such
considerations are taken into account on a daily basis
on the ISS. In order to maximize science operations on
the ISS, automation and ground commanding are
maximized to limit human intervention, with many
science instruments continuously taking science data
with minimal to no human intervention. Utilizing this
strategy for Mars missions will not only allow for
more science to be collected but will ensure that crew
time is saved for those science operations that need it
the most.
Resources: In addition to limited crew time, it is
imperative to also consider the limitation of scientific
instrumentation, when planning out which scientific
questions will be addressed. Experiments, both
internal and external to ISS require resources such as
power, data, cooling, and physical space. Additionally,
some science operations require the support of more

specialized resources such as gases, vacuum, video,
and robotic assistance. As such, resources and
equipment use must be managed and allocated based
on needs of experiments. Conflicts a rising from
resource, equipment, and/or space use by multiple
experiments have led to systems developed to track
these resources efficiently and aid in deconfliction.
Concept of Operations: Below, we outline how to
utilize the concept of operations from the ISS to
inform the development, and ultimately, the
implementation of human science operations on Mars.
Scenarios I/II: Over the past 10 years, the ISS
received over 20 Commercial Resupply Flights from
the SpaceX Dragon vehicle, with each mission lasting
between 18 and 42 days. Because the SpaceX missions
launch, perform science, and subsequently return
science to the ground, these missions provide a strong
analog to Scenarios I and II, the short stay Mars
scenarios, in terms of planning, resource management,
science priority decision making, replanning, and
overall mission design.
Preparation and accurate review of baselined
operational products is essential to the success of these
missions. These missions are highly dynamic to
achieve their complex science objectives in a
relatively short amount of time. Impacts from systems
anomalies must always be accounted for and may
force changes to science operations in terms of
available crew time or resources.
Of greater concern, however, are the impacts from
the science operations themselves. Operational
techniques may need to be modified based on initial
experimental runs, crew feedback, or initial
experiment results. Science that takes months or years
on the ground sometimes have less than a week to
complete all their objectives. Scenarios I and II will
require extremely dynamic planning. ISS payload
operations techniques have been developed that
support this type of dynamic environment including
backroom Flight Control Teams that review products
and timelines for the Execution minus 1 day (E-1) and
surge support Flight Controllers who have been part of
the development and review of operational products
and are not just 24x7 supporting roles.
Scenarios III/IV: More broadly than individual
SpaceX missions, the ISS delineates Increments, or
segments of the year divided by the departure and
arrival of new crews. Increments are typically around
180 days in length and provide a strong analog for
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Scenarios III and IV, the long stay Mars scenarios.
During the Increment planning process more complex
and interdependent requirements can be accounted for,
such as experiments with long-term continuous crew
involvement, those that are fully automated, and those
with long-term science but moderate-to-low crew
involvement. However, the constant reprioritizing,
adjusting and responding to on-orbit events require a
robust process and decision-making structure to
optimize operations between experiments with
occasionally conflicting requirements. Mars missions
add complexity that will require more crew autonomy
due to communication delays. Crew will require
access to significant amounts of operational
techniques, science goals, and troubleshooting
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assistance not dependent on live communication in
order to operate semi-independently of Earth crews.
This requires significant upfront planning and
documentation by science and operations teams.
Mars science missions will undoubtedly change
how humans understand our place in the universe. As
operators and scientists, we have the immense
privilege and responsibility to make these missions a
success. Building upon the long legacy of space
operations at each step from low earth orbit, to the
Gateway, lunar surface, Mars transit, and finally Mars
surface will ensure the best chance of success and
provide a stable platform for future generations of
explorers.
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ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENT APPROACHES FOR HUMAN EXPLORATION. A. Kleinböhl1,2, 1Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, 2International Institute of Astronautical
Sciences, Boulder, CO. (armin.kleinboehl@jpl.nasa.gov)
Introduction and Science Objectives: Human
exploration of Mars will be a major step in the
investigation of Mars’ atmosphere and its current
climate. The goals of human exploration of the
present-day martian atmosphere are similar to the goals
previously formulated for robotic exploration, and
summarized in the MEPAG Goals document,
specifically Goal II “Understand the processes and
history of climate on Mars”, Objective A “Characterize
the state and controlling processes of the present-day
climate of Mars under the current orbital
configuration” [1]. The approaches outlined below
cover three objectives, which are a subset of the
Atmospheric Science Objectives for human
exploration as formulated by the Human Science
Objectives Science Analysis Group (HSO-SAG) [2]:
1. Simultaneously quantify the atmospheric state
and forcings near the surface at four or more
locations supplemented by regular vertical
atmospheric structure information.
2. Quantify photochemical and electrochemical
cycles and potential subsurface trace gas
sources through the measurement of trace
gases, heterogeneous reactions and the
electrical environment.
3. Provide simultaneous context for near-surface
atmospheric characterization through the
global monitoring and quantification of the
atmospheric state, forcings, and the
distribution of airborne aerosols and trace
gases.
The suggested measurement concept would be
modular and could be expanded or reduced
depending on available resources for Mars
surface operations, determining the level to
which objectives 1 and 2 could be fulfilled.
Objective 3 would require one or multiple
orbital assets to perform atmospheric
observations from orbit [e.g., 3, 4].
Measurement
Approaches:
Human
exploration provides the opportunity to deploy
surface assets of larger size and complexity
than has been possible through robotic
exploration. The main benefit for this in terms
of atmospheric science are measurements of the
planetary boundary layer (PBL). While
extending from a few 100 m at night up to
several km during the day, measurements of
Mars’ PBL have been largely restricted to
lowest meter or so. Figure 1 shows a model of

the meteorological package of the Mars Pathfinder
mission [5]. The package consisted of a mast deployed
from the Pathfinder lander, 1.1 m in height, along
which pressure, temperature, and wind speed and
direction were measured. While subsequent landers
and rovers carried more sophisticated instrumentation,
measurements were still limited to the lowest 1-2 m of
the atmosphere.
Figure 2 in contrast shows the tower of the Boulder
Atmospheric Observatory. With a height of 300 m, it
was used for multiple decades for PBL measurements
on Earth. Human exploration would expand the lateral
and vertical range of PBL measurements on Mars from
what used to be possible with robotic assets towards
what is possible on Earth.
The measurement concept detailed below would be
divided into a central measurement complex, a set of
peripheral measurement stations, and orbital assets for
context.
Figure
1
(below):
Engineering model of
the Mars Pathfinder
meteorology package,
with the author for
scale.
Image:
The
Author.
Figure 2
(right): The 300 m tall
measurement tower of
the
Boulder
Atmospheric
Observatory.
Image:
NOAA.
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Central measurement complex: The heart of the
central measurement complex would be a
measurement mast of a minimum of 10 m in height,
from which continuous measurements would be
obtained at multiple levels. A minimum of measured
quantities on each level would include temperature,
water vapor/humidity, wind speed and direction, and
dust/aerosol concentration and size distribution. Wind
measurements should be performed using sonic
anemometers with a sufficient measurement frequency
to allow the derivation of turbulent eddy fluxes [6],
which dominate transport of heat, momentum, and
molecules in the PBL. This would quantify the basic
state of the atmosphere as well as fluxes continuously
over a significantly larger vertical range than what has
been possible to date and fulfill the vertical aspect of
objective 1.
In order to quantify photochemical cycles, trace
gases would be measured at the surface and from the
mast. In addition, trace gas column measurements
should be performed using methods such as infrared
absorption spectrometry and differential optical
absorption spectroscopy. In addition to water vapor,
target gases would be O2, O3, CH4, HCl and H2O2. In
addition, an uplooking camera and UV sensors would
constrain radiative forcing and aerosol optical depth. In
combination with in-situ dust/aerosol measurements
this would also constrain heterogeneous processes as
postulated to be responsible for the recent detection of
HCl in Mars’ atmosphere in dusty conditions [7].
A uniquely new investigation that would be
enabled by a mast would be the measurement of
atmospheric electricity. Charge build-up can occur in
the atmosphere through tribo-electric effects in dust
storms and dust devils. Possible effects include
transport and suspension of dust and the production of
constituents through electrochemical and ion reactions.
In addition, atmospheric charging could impact the
human crew and equipment. Atmospheric electricity
has not been measured on Mars to date. Atmospheric
electricity could be measured by a human mission as
part of a tower measurement, as demonstrated on Earth
in dusty, arid environments such as the Owen’s valley
[8]. The photochemical and atmospheric electricity
measurements outlined here would fulfill objective 2.
A central measurement complex could be set up in
all four deployment scenarios (Short-Stay Extra EVA,
Short-Stay Robots, Long-Stay Long Mobility, LongStay Fixed Hab), with the Long-Stay options providing
a longer baseline for human-tended operations. It is
anticipated that operations of most of the
instrumentation would continue automatically after
crew departure.
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Peripheral stations: 3-4 additional automatically
operating measurement stations would be deployed
around the perimeter of the exploration zone, typically
defined as a radius of about 100 km around the central
habitat [2]. Required instrumentation would include
temperature sensors at several levels within 1-2 m, an
anemometer for wind speed and direction, a pressure
sensor, a humidity sensor, and a camera for context
and aerosol optical depth. In the Long-Stay Long
Mobility scenario such stations could be deployed by
the crew during extended sorties, which would
possibly allow additional instrumentation. In the ShortStay Robots scenario, small stations could be deployed
directly from a supply mission using micro landers [9].
However, it would be recommended to deploy such
stations in any scenario before the arrival of the crew
to support weather monitoring for crew EDL. Together
with the central measurement complex, these stations
would allow the fulfillment of objective 1.
Orbital assets: All human deployment scenarios
should
be
complemented
by
atmospheric
measurements from orbit for global context. At the
minimum this would require monitoring of weather
and atmospheric state, aerosols, and water vapor using
a weather camera and a thermal infrared radiometer
from low Mars orbit. This has been demonstrated by
the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, where the Mars
Color Imager [3] performs weather monitoring, and the
Mars Climate Sounder [4] provides atmospheric state
and aerosol profiling [10]. Such measurements could
be expanded by components of the MOSAIC satellite
constellation [11], such as areostationary assets for
improved lateral coverage or SmallSats in low Mars
orbits for increased local time coverage. Orbital assets
would allow the fulfillment of objective 3.
Acknowledgments: Work at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, is
performed under contract with NASA. © 2022,
California Institute of Technology. Government
sponsorship acknowledged.
References: [1] MEPAG Science Goals,
Objectives, Investigations, and Priorities (2020). [2]
Bussey, B. & S. J. Hoffman (2016) IEEE 978-1-46737676-1/16. [3] Bell, J. F., et al. (2007) JGR 112,
E08S92. [4] McCleese, D. J., et al., (2007) JGR 112,
E05S06. [5] Schofield, J. T., et al. (1997) Science 278,
1572. [6] Banfield, D., et al. (2016) J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
140, 1420. [7] Korablev, O., et al., (2021) Sci. Adv. 7,
eabe4386. [8] Harrison, R. G., et al. (2016) SSR 203,
299. [9] Staehle, R. L., et al. (2015) Utah State/AIAA
Small Satellite Conference. [10] Kleinböhl, A., et al.
(2009) JGR 114, E10006. [11] Lillis, R. J., et al.
(2021) PSJ 2, 211.
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MARS SCIENCE AND HUMAN EXPLORATION SUPPORT USING TETHERED BALLOONS:
CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS AND EARLY FIELD TESTS. Pascal Lee1. 1Mars Institute, 2SETI Institute and
3
NASAAmes Research Center, MS 245-3, Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000, USA, pascal.lee@marsinstitute.net.
Summary: Instrumented tethered balloons are proposed as key payload suite systems enabling a wide
range of Mars science in each one of the four endmember scenarios in NASA’s Science Objectives for
Human Exploration of Mars Workshop (May 2022).
Introduction: Balloons have a long history of being proposed as low-cost, far-ranging, multi-instrument
platforms ideal or highly desirable for the robotic exploration of Mars [e.g., 1 + refs therein]. While most
balloon concepts proposed to date have been free flyers, balloons tethered to a robotic lander have also
been proposed [2]. In robotic missions, however, balloon inflation and deployment/launch are considered
high risk, and this concern is a leading reason why
planetary balloon missions have remained scarce.
Balloons have also been proposed for human Mars
exploration missions. In this context, concerns about
their deployment might be reduced given options of
crew-assisted inflation and launch. We present heretofore unpublished early analog field tests of tethered
balloon systems for humans on Mars, and propose designs, science objectives, and concepts of operations
(conops) applicable with major benefit to the four human mission scenarios considered in the workshop.
Rationale for Tethered Balloons on Mars: Tethered balloons allow ultrahigh resolution remote sensing and environmental characterization of the Martian
surface from a constant, low-altitude platform. They
are low cost, lightweight, simple, and robust. They use
buoyancy to stay aloft and thus require no power to
remain airborne unlike powered aircraft (airplanes,
drones, helicopters). They allow substantial operational
flexibility, as tether length (thus balloon height) may
be varied, and payloads are easily retrieved and may be
swapped out. They may be deployed from a fixed base
such as a habitat/landing site or a parked rover, or deployed during traverses from unpressurized rovers
(incl. in robotic mode) and pressurized rovers (Fig. 1).
The science objectives achievable by an instrument
suite on a tethered balloon on a human mission could
help address critically the full range of NASA Mars
Exploration Program Advisory Group (MEPAG) goals
and the priorities identified in the NASA Human Science Objectives-Science Analysis Group (HSO-SAG)
report. High-resolution (cm-scale) color imaging alone
would directly address MEPAG Goals I thru IV, and
indirectly support other measurements with context
imaging. A meteorology suite, including a radiometer
to monitor surface temperatures, could help characterize the base of Mars’ planetary boundary layer (PBL).

Figure 1: Tethered Balloons for Mars Science and
Exploration: Concepts of Operations and Payloads.
Top: Mars rover-tethered balloon rising above dust
plume in rover’s wake (Detail from“The Hab Was Visible In The Distance”, artwork by P. Lee, 2000). Bottom: Left: Tethered balloon at fixed base for landing
site characterization and monitoring; Center: Tethered
balloons supporting unpressurized rover excursions,
incl. robotic rovers; Right: Tethered balloons supporting pressurized rover traverses. (NASA/HMP/P. Lee).
Tethered balloons also offer significant crew safety
enhancements by serving as elevated comms relays
and beacon platforms visible from afar, rising above
topographic depressions such as craters, valleys, and
mazes.
Tethered Balloon Design: Two types of balloons
are generally considered most feasible for Mars: i)
zero-pressure solar-heated Montgolfier balloons; and
ii) superpressure balloons. The former have the advantage of requiring only ambient atmospheric gas, but
fly only in daylight (which can be extended in the polar regions). The latter are ideally suited for longduration missions, but require a light gas such as hydrogen or helium. For multiple-day to multi-month
missions on Mars, hydrogen-filled superpressure balloons are the best option.
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Mars’ low atmospheric pressure combined with its
large diurnal thermal variations mean that a relatively
large superpressure balloon (~ 4 x larger than on Earth)
is required for keeping a given payload aloft. A 10 m
diameter balloon on Mars could carry a payload of ~2
kg plus a 200 m lightweight “feather tether” line.
Hydrogen (H2) rather helium (He) should be used
on Mars given that no oxygen (O2) is present in the
atmosphere to render the use of H2 hazardous, and H2
is lighter and more easily produced and stored than He.
However, if a neutron spectrometer is to be part of the
balloon’s payload, then He should be substituted for H2
given the instrument’s sensitivity to H.
The mass of a single 10 m balloon system with a 2
kg (modular) payload and 200 m tether is estimated to
be ~50 kg for a 30-sol mission (Scenarios I + II), and
~500 kg for a 300-sol surface mission (Scenarios III +
IV). It would be dominated by the tankage required to
cold-store H2, sufficient to replenish H2 losses through
the balloon envelope over time.
Early Polar Analog Field Tests and ConOps:
Tethered Balloon at a Fixed Base, Antarctica: In
1988, the author wintered over at Dumont d’Urville
Station, Adélie Land, Antarctica. To acquire the first
aerial image of the base in winter, he deployed a tethered weather balloon equipped with an SLR camera
with time-delayed shuttering, gimbal mount and
weathervane for pointing, and parachute. The experiment successfully imaged the station and its local geology, including time-evolving seasonal features such
as snow drifts induced by the base’s habitat structures
(Fig. 2). The experiment also demonstrated how a balloon tethered to a fixed base on Mars could be used to
characterize the site’s local geology, and monitor variable surface features and installations over time.
Tethered Balloon on a Crewed Rover: In 2000, the
author proposed the use of tethered balloons as mobile
airborne regional communications relays and remote
sensing platforms attached to crewed Mars exploration
vehicles, and began field tests of the concept at the
NASA Haughton-Mars Project (HMP) analog site on
Devon Island, High Arctic (Fig. 3). A He-filled weather balloon was tethered to an ATV (All-Terrain Vehicle) via a hand-cranked tether spool affixed to the
ATV’s rear rack. The tether line was 100 m long. The
payload consisted of a TV camera. A parallel power
and data line connected the camera to a TV monitor
mounted on the front rack of the ATV. The ATV was
taken on a field traverse during which the balloon
stayed aloft and clear of obstacles (winds < 10 kts).
The experiment successfully imaged the ATV’s surrounding terrain and geology in real-time, demonstrating a conops for analogous systems for humans on
Mars in support of science, logistics and safety.
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Figure 2: Early Tethered Balloon Remote Sensing
Over Antarctic Base. Left: Tethered balloon with
camera, weathervane, and parachute over Dumont
d’Urville Station, Antarctica (Winter 1988). Bottom:
Aerial image of station habitats, rocky outcrops, snow
drifts, and ice fields. (P. Lee/TAAF).

Figure 3: HMP-2000: Analog Field Test of a RoverTethered Balloon for Mars Science and Human Exploration. Left: A balloon tethered to an ATV (AllTerrain Vehicle) is launched at Haughton Crater,
Devon Island, High Arctic (Summer 2000). Center:
Tethered balloon rising overhead. Right: Imaging
from tethered balloon TV camera viewed in real-time
on ATV. Oatmeal box serves as makeshift sunshade to
allow viewing of the faint display (NASA/HMP/P.Lee).
Conclusion: One or more instrumented tethered
balloon systems would allow addressing a wide range
of major Mars science objectives among MEPAG
goals and HSO-SAG priorities in each one of the
workshop’s four scenarios, especially if mobility systems are part of surface capabilities. Tethered balloons
will also aid in logistics and safety (beacons, comms
relays). More detailed studies are recommended.
Acknowledgments: The research was supported in
part by NASA, SETI Institute, and Mars Institute.
Fieldwork was conducted in part at the NASA Haughton-Mars Project with support from NASA via Cooperative Agreement NNX14AT27A with SETI Institute.
References: [1] Kerzhanovich, V. et al. (2003).
Low-cost balloon missions to Mars and Venus. 16th
ESA Symposium on European Rocket & Balloon
Progs & Related Res., ESA SP-530, 285-291. [2] Sims,
M. H., et al. (2000). TMBM: Tethered Micro-Balloons
on Mars. Concepts & Approaches for Mars Exploration, Jul 2000, #6137.
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ROVING AND CAVING ON MARS: CRITICAL NEEDS FOR SCIENCE AND HUMAN EXPLORATION.
Pascal Lee1,2,3, Christopher P. McKay3, John W. Schutt2, Jawaad Ahmad2, Greg Quinn4, Thomas Chase4, Jake Rohrig4, Ashley Himmelmann4. 1Mars Institute, 2SETI Institute, 3NASA Ames Research Center, 4Collins Aerospace.
NASA ARC, MS 245-3, Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000, USA. pascal.lee@marsinstitute.net
Summary: Critical science and exploration capabilities in any humans on Mars scenario should include
one small unpressurized rover per astronaut. EVA and
crewed mobility systems should evolve to enable subsurface cave access and exploration to address highest
priority science.
Introduction: In the human exploration of extreme
environments, systems that enable access and mobility
become an integral part of science capabilities. EVA
suits are not just life support systems or even “wearable spacecraft”, they are also central to a mission’s
science tools suite, as they enable access to data, its
examination, its analysis, its retrieval. Similarly,
crewed rovers are more than means of transportation;
they too are a central part of an explorer’s science tool
suite, as they enable efficient access to field data and
its acquisition (e.g., sampling and initial curation).
Meanwhile, the single highest priority MEPAG
science goal is arguably Goal IB: Determine if environments with high potential for current habitability
and expression of biosignatures contain evidence of
extant life. It is important to realize that the search for
extant life on Mars is not merely an alternative to
searching for signs of past signs of life. The search for
extant life is the only path that would allow a biosignature found on Mars to be established as alien, because
only genetics can determine if life found on Mars does
not belong to Earth’s phylogenetic Tree of Life, and
only extant life (or life dead only recently) can be analyzed for its genetics. It is therefore imperative to find
extant life on Mars to determine if it is the result of a
separate and distinct genesis of life, or possibly not. No
amount or quality of signs of past (ancient) life found
on Mars could establish if that life was alien or not,
since its genetic material would not be adequately preserved. Without being able to establish if life found on
Mars is alien, it is impossible to deduce, from finding
biosignatures on Mars, if life is prevalent in the universe or not (the motivation of MEPAG Goal IB).
At present, given how extreme the Martian surface
environment is for any biochemistry, it has become
clear that the optimal place to search for, and possibly
find, any extant life on Mars is underground. The Martian subsurface is expected to be far less biocidal than
the surface itself (reduced ionizing radiation, micrometeoritic impingement, and diurnal temperature variations; increased warmth, moisture, and mineral nutrient
availability). To address MEPAG Goal IB, human explorers must either drill deep, or access natural caves.

Figure 1: Unpressurized Rover ConOps: Based on
field experience at the NASA Haughton-Mars Project
(HMP), one small ATV-class unpressurized rover per
astronaut, capable of self-driving and carrying a second astronaut in a contingency, offers optimum science
capability, operational flexibility, and crew safety.
Unpressurized ATV Rovers For All Scenarios:
As evidenced during Apollo, the later Apollo J missions which included the use of the Lunar Rover were
scientifically far more productive than earlier missions.
This was in part because EVA time increased during
later missions, but far more significantly because the
range explored increased. Contrary to a commonly
held misconception, what was essential for Apollo
science optimization was not more “boots on the
ground” time per se, but “eyes on more rocks” time.
The Apollo Lunar Rover increased the surface examination cross-section of astronauts dramatically compared to what they would have been able to access and
examine just on foot. At the NASA Haughton-Mars
Project on Devon Island, High Arctic, a field research
project distinct by its extensive and planetary relevant
use of ATVs (All-Terrain Vehicles) and Humvees as
analogs for unpressurized and pressurized rovers, resp.,
the mobility systems are not treated just as transportation, but as an integral part of the project’s suite of
field science tools. The use of ATVs and Humvees at
HMP is critical to enabling participants to access, explore, instrument, and sample regions of interest
(ROIs) for both science and exploration.
The critical need for unpressurized rovers on Mars
in any human exploration scenario also stems from
another independent consideration: the need to alleviate spacesuit weight. NASA’s Apollo spacesuit
weighed ~95 kg (210 lbs) on Earth, yielding a felt
weight on the Moon of ~16 kg (35 lbs). NASA’s current EVA Mobility Unit (EMU) spacesuit used on
Shuttle and the ISS weighs 136 kg (300 lbs) on Earth.
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The upcoming Artemis xEMU suit is projected to
weigh 150-163 kg (330-360 lbs) on Earth, i.e., have a
felt weight on the Moon of 25-27 kg (55-60 lbs). Such
spacesuit masses would translate to considerable (unacceptable) felt weights on Mars, unless the mass of
the Mars suit is vastly reduced (Table 1). While it is
anticipated that new designs, materials, and technologies will help reduce spacesuit masses in the future,
there is no realistic prospect of creating a Mars suit
capable of supporting 8-hour EVAs as was/is possible
on Apollo, Shuttle and ISS. Instead, we have proposed
that the future Mars spacesuit be significantly reduced
in mass by replacing large reserves of batteries, water,
and oxygen in the Portable Life Support System
(PLSS) by much smaller ones, AND by pairing the
astronaut up with an unpressurized, self-driving rover
serving as crew transport and mobile LSS reserves
carrier. The astronaut would recharge his/her PLSS’
batteries, water, and (eventually) oxygen from reserves
carried on the rover, while driving or stationary [1,2].
The individual ATV rover would be able to carry a
second astronaut in a contingency, whose PLSS could
also connect to the rover’s reserves [1,2]. Thus, scenarios that consider humans on Mars without explicitly a
minimum of 1 unpressurized rover for a crew of 2 astronauts (e.g., Scenarios I, II, III & IV) mean that their
science mass allocation should go in priority to including optimally 1 unpressurized ATV rover per astronaut, or at a minimum of 1 rover per 2 astronauts [3].
EVA
Mass
Felt Weight
Spacesuit
(kg)
on Moon (kg)
Apollo
95
16
EMU
136
23
xEMU
150 - 163
25 - 27
Mars Suit
55 ?
9.2 ?
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sions present rocky and sandy floors with no clear access to further subsurface cavities. However, some do.
Jeanne Pit on Arsia Mons is an intriguing example, as
it does not reveal a detectable bottom even with shadow enhancement processing of MRO HiRISE images.
While such lava tube skylights or pit craters are located
at high elevations, beyond the +2 km limit recommended for human landing sites, such cavities could be
accessed by land, once experience with extended
traverses has been built up and trails several hundred
km in length have been progressively established.
In anticipation of the prospect of humans being
able to one day explore caves on Mars, and in preparation for the shorter-term likely possibility that they will
explore pits and caves on the Moon, the NASA Haughton-Mars Project has begun investigating with Hamilton Sundstrand (HS) (part of Collins Aerospace),
NASA’s EVA spacesuit and LSS contractor since
Apollo, requirements for human EVA access and exploration of lava tubes and other planetary caves. During the recent HMP-2021 field campaign - conducted
in Oregon instead of the Arctic due to COVID-19 travel restrictions -, caving EVA requirements were investigated using HS’s analog spacesuit for Moon/Mars
exploration at Skylight Cave, OR, a lava tube with a
vertical skylight access (Fig.2).

Felt Weight
on Mars (kg)
36
52
57-62
21 ?

Table 1: Mars EVA Spacesuit Mass Challenge: The
mass of current EMU and xEMU suits, if reduced by
1/2 to 2/3 to create a Mars suit, would still have a felt
weight 30% heavier than the Apollo suit on the Moon!
Unpressurized rovers are thus required, not optional.
Caving on Mars: Several hundred natural pits and
caves have been identified on Mars [4]. The majority
are lava tube skylights, pit craters, or volcano-tectonic
depressions, and are located in Tharsis. These cavities
represent an important opportunity to address several
aspects of all MEPAG Goals and HSO-SAG priorities.
In particular, given that volcanism on Mars is likely
still active, only dormant, caves in volcanic provinces
represent subsurface sheltered environments that might
still be relatively warm and wet, and where extant life
might be present [5]. Many of Mars’ pits and depres-

Figure 2: Caving EVA Analog Test at Skylight Cave,
OR: HMP-2021 saw the first field study of caving EVA
requirements conducted with an actual spacesuit systems manufacturer, Hamilton-Sundstrand (part of Collins Aerospace).(NASA/HMP, Summer 2021).
Acknowledgments: This study was supported in
part by Mars Institute, SETI Institute, NASA, and Collins Aerospace. NASA Coop #NNX14AT27A.
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Scholastic, 48 pp. [2] Lee, P. 2020. Lunar Surf. Sci.
Wkshp 5, #6015. [3] Lee, P. & J. W. Schutt 2021.
Wkshp on Terrestrial Analogs for Planetary Exploration, #8126. [4] Cushing, G. & C. Okubo 2016. MGC3
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ISRU: Using Biology to Produce Food and Oxygen from Resources on Mars. B.M. Link1, C. D. Quincy2, R.M.
Wheeler3, G.D. Massa3, A.E. O’Rourke3, 1Southeastern Universities Research Assoc., Kennedy Space Center,
(Bruce.M.Link@NASA.gov), 2NASA, UB-I Kennedy Space Center (Charles.D.Quincy@NASA.gov), 3NASA, UBA Kennedy Space Center.

Introduction: Any crewed mission to Mars is a
“biological” mission. As we move farther away from
Earth, we will have to produce the required food, water
and nutrient resources to sustain the crew in route or on
the surface of other planetary bodies. Critical nutrients,
like vitamins, have been shown to degrade in our current
food system [1] and represent a risk to long term crew
health. One way to address this problem is by
developing reliable Biological Life Support Systems
(BLSS) that can provide fresh, nutrient-rich foods. [2]
Much work in this area will be done as we learn to live
and work on the Moon. Systems developed for the
Moon should also work on Mars, but will not be
designed to take advantage of resources that Mars
offers: CO2, more abundant water, and a day length
similar to Earth’s. The photosynthetic portion of a BLSS
can act as an ISRU element on Mars by providing
human life support needs. There is an urgent need to
understand how to build components of a fully
functional BLSS. One Mars Exploration Program
Analysis Group (MEPAG) goal relates to this area.
MEPAG
Goal IV, Sub-Objective C1:
Understand the resilience of atmospheric In Situ
Resource Utilization (ISRU) processing systems to
variations in Martian near-surface environmental
conditions. MOXIE [3] is the first demonstration of
ISRU of the Mars atmosphere by conversion of CO 2 to
O2 and CO. This is useful for generating fuel for a return
trip to Earth. Biology, however, can utilize CO2 directly
from the Martian atmosphere particularly if there is a
clean, available water source. Photosynthesis converts
light energy, water, and CO2 to O2 and sugar (glucose)
that is then converted to foods or plant biomass. Plants
not only make food this way but also produce essential
vitamins, antioxidants and oils key to crew health and
revitalize air at the same time. Producing Vitamins B1
and C on Mars may be essential to a crew survival
because they show substantial degradation over time
[1]. A photosynthetic chamber is a key module of any
BLSS capable of sustaining crews on long-duration
missions.
An early demonstration of this type of module on
Mars will provide necessary engineering data for
developing longer missions and require few resources
and little crew time. Pressures of 10 – 20 kPa are
sufficient for plant growth and may negate the need for
a ballast gas like nitrogen or argon that are also readily
available on Mars [4] [5].

Objectives and Scenarios: The primary science
objectives mapped to mission scenarios are: Objective
1) Demonstration of oxygen generation and plant
growth (robot lander only, or scenario I.) No crew time
is required. Objective 2) Demonstration of food safety,
nutrient production, and replanting (scenario I, II, III).
One to four crew hours would be recommended for
replacing the “plant seed mat” one time, taking,
processing and testing, plant samples. The unit could be
landed and activated on a robotic lander prior to crew
arrival and visited one or more times by the crew
depending on the mission and availability. One design
option would allow the module to be brought into a
pressurized workspace for servicing. If a seed crop is
grown, a gram of seed could be easily returned to earth
for study. Return of freeze-dried, or frozen samples
would be recommended but not required. Objective 3)
Production of multiple crops and supplementation of
crew diets by providing key nutrients and antioxidants.
(Scenario IV, II, III depending on robotics). Return of
freeze-dried, or frozen samples would be desirable
unless key nutrients can be measured on Mars. If
metagenomics analyses are available (scenario II, III,
IV), beneficial and pathogenic agents could be
identified on Mars.
The mass of a fully functional plant growth module
could be limited to 10 kg. If the chamber is well
insulated, and can use ambient light, then the power
draw could be from 80 - 300 watts. This is an area that
requires active research and is highly dependent on if
the module is installed inside or outside of a crew
module (Wheeler, 2004).
Concept of Operations: For objective 1) the
simplest concept of operation for the module is to land
it (robotically) on Mars in a dormant state situated near
the sunward surface of the lander. At activation, the unit
and water supply (40 mL, brought from Earth) would be
warmed and held at 22 oC. The Mars atmosphere would
be used to supply 1- 2 KPa of CO2 and 10 KPa of O2
(from a bottle) is needed at startup. The vapor pressure
of the water vapor would add 2 KPa [6] [7]. Seeds would
be automatically watered, and an insulated window
cover or light pipe would allow sunlight to enter the
chamber during the day but prevent heat escape at night.
An internal camera would show growth (one frame per
day, one sensor reading per day). Sensors would record,
temperature, pressure, RH, CO2, O2, and reservoir
levels. More atmosphere would be pumped in if the
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CO2 levels drop below setpoint or O2 climbed too high.
Amperage could be monitored on an air flow fan as a
proxy for air speed. No crew time is needed to achieve
Objective 1.
For objective 2) at the end of a growth cycle, crews
would sample and test the plants, using simple kits:
colorimetric assays, antibody tests (total down mass <
200 g packaged). Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) or
metagenomics tests could be performed if available for
other experiments providing a full picture of the
microbiome including beneficial and pathogenic
organisms. A crew would replace the seed mat for the
second grow out and refill the reservoir (estimated at 50
mL). If sample return is available, the first mat could be
freeze-dried by venting it to the Martian environment
through a filter, preventing the escape of earth life, then
bagged for a return to Earth (200 g fully packaged). On
return, elemental analysis (by inductively coupled
plasma (ICP)), Multi-omics and some nutrients could be
measured. Total crew time would be from one to four
hours.
For objective 3) Some cleaning would be needed
between subsequent grow outs. Total crew time would
be from four to six hours each time the unit was
harvested, cleaned and restarted. Restarts would be four
to eight weeks apart depending upon the crop. Tests
would remain as for objective 2). If there is a mass
spectrometer available for another experiment, the
chamber gas could be sampled for compositional
analysis. If there were a Minion® sequencing type of
device as part of the habitat (scenario IV) or rover
(scenario III) metagenomics could be done to
characterize the microbiome and biofilms after each
subsequent growth test. Human microbiomes,
investigated using metagenomics, will be important to
the crew so this very small, lightweight sequencer is
likely to be a part of any habitat module. Water (40 –
200 mL) would be needed from the potable water supply
to replenish reservoir water. If there was the capacity to
return frozen plant samples, some would be taken for
this purpose. Full return mass could be limited to 500 g
fully packaged if there are freezer resources on the
return vehicle. If no freezer is available, then sample
return is the same as for objective 2 (200 g fully
packaged.)
Recommended Special Tools: Most tools required
do not need to be specialized to the unit, but screw
drivers and a wrench set would be needed. Specialized
tools would include cleaning brushes, preplanted plant
mats, and a specialized carrier for exposing harvested
plant mats to the Martian environment to freeze dry
them prior to returning samples to Earth. This carrier
would likely mass 500 g and would not be part of the
return mass. Other recommended resources to have on
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later missions (Scenarios II, III and IV) would be a
sequencing
system
(Minion
or
equivalent),
metagenomics reagents, and computational power
similar to a PlayStation 4 loaded with a 50 Gb or larger
sequencing data base.
This would allow for
metagenomics work to be done on Mars with no sample
return (estimated down mass of 10 kg). The
computational resource can service multiple payloads or
be used to meet other needs.
It is likely that there will be a mass spectrometer
(MS) landed with the mission. If it could be made
“multi-purpose” then more science possibilities emerge
as more chemistry and analysis could be conducted on
Mars without the need for returning the samples to
Earth. It would be beneficial to a crewed mission to
have liquid and gas chromatography available using the
MS as a detector. This allows for identification of
multiple chemistries including the search for amino and
nucleic acids on Mars (search for Mars or Earth life
MEPAG goal I and IV, D.) This mass allocation could
be divided between different science packages and is
approximately 20 kg down mass.
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Introduction: Sustainable space crop production is
an enabling technology for long-term crewed
exploration missions. Frequent resupply of food to Mars
is not possible, so it may have to be sent years ahead of
the crew and the nutrient content and palatability of
shelf-stable food systems degrades during long duration
storage [1]. Thus, supplementing the food system with
fresh crops containing bioavailable nutrients (K, Mg;
Vitamins B1, C, and K), and antioxidants mitigates the
risk of decreased crew performance during longduration Mars transit and subsequent Mars exploration
missions [2].
In spacecraft, crop production system size is
minimized by optimizing crop growth rates. Decades of
space biology experiments found that crops grown in
Low Earth Orbit have similar yields to those on Earth
when they are provided with adequate resources and
adequate ventilation [3, 4]. However, a key gap in space
crop production is the effect of deep space radiation (i.e.
exposure to solar particle events and galactic cosmic
rays) on pla nt growth and development. Ionizing
radiation effects include reduced germination and seed
viability, as well as the potential for abnormal growth
due to DNA damage [1, 5]. If deep space radiation
significantly reduced crop growth, then larger crop
growth systems or the development of new cultivars that
were less affected by deep space radiation would be
needed for supporting long-term crewed and Mars
explorations.
Proposed Science: By the time that humans reach
Mars, several crop growth experiments studying effects
of deep space radiation will have been carried out in
Gateway and on the Moon. Experiments on Gateway
will have studied crop responses to deep space radiation
and the experiments on the Moon would have studied
the effects of partial gravity (1/6g) and deep space
radiation. In addition, plant varieties with traits adapted
for growth in deep space radiation and partial gravity
may have been selected or genetically engineered for
use in Mars transit and a Mars surface mission.
The Gateway and lunar experiments will have been
carried out with a pre-planted crop growth system
consisting of an LED light bank, a self-contained root
module (including a prefilled water reservoir and
automated watering system), and an autonomous plant
health monitoring system, as described in [6]. Mass,
power and volume estimates are < 3 kg, 150W, and
0.015-0.03 m 3, respectively.

The fundamental science objective is to demonstrate
a viable space crop production system on the surface of
Mars. This demonstration would validate that plants
selected for ‘normal’ growth in partial gravity and deep
space radiation during previous Gateway and lunar
missions can be used to feed future Martian habitats.
The data collected will be compared to data from
comparable lettuce experiments conducted on the lunar
surface.
Concept of Operations: The system would be sized
to fit in the habitat used by two Martian astronauts and
would be capable of sustaining lettuce plants for up to
28 days of growth or operate for shorter durations to
accommodate mission limitations. The same hardware
could be used during Short-Stay and Long-Stay
scenarios by adjusting the duration of the crop growth
cycle. Thus, lettuce could be grown for 7-14 days during
the 1 st Short-Stay crewed mission.
Once on Mars, the experiment would require: 1)
experiment activation, 2) growth and image acquisition
sent to Earth via telemetry and ground commanding,
and 3) biomass disposal. As in the lunar lettuce
experiments [6], crew time is not required to meet
science goals, as long as environmental control and a
suitable atmosphere are available.
Planetary Protection: The Martian lettuce payload
will be in Category IV for planetary protection because
it will deliver plant seeds to Mars. For compliance with
NPD 8020.12D, the bioburden of the payload must be
controlled. Thus, the plants will be grown in sterilized
inert materials, the plant chamber surfaces will be
cleaned with suitable fungicide and antibiotic
treatments, and the plants will be watered with sterile
water. In addition, the seeds used will have been surface
sterilized and their sterility verified on the ground prior
to payload assembly.
The entire plant payload will be assembled in
suitable laminar flow environments meeting Class 100
air cleanliness requirements. The lack of viable
microbes would be documented and confirmed using
approved NASA standard procedures.
Acknowledgments: This work was funded in part
by NASA’s Biological and Physical Sciences Program.
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Introduction: No food or bioregenerative life
support system (BLSS) is likely to be deployed on Mars
prior to being fully vetted on lunar long duration
missions. BLSS systems developed for lunar missions
will trade well in terms of up mass and volume with
prepackaged food for Mars missions, but only if they are
reliable. There are significant differences in the
gravitational and radiation environments between the
moon and Mars, and one key challenging aspect for a
BLSS on Mars missions is the extremely long durations.
This results in the exposure of seeds, spores, or other
dormant stages of organisms to both natural and
radiation induced degradation over time frames of two
or more years before they might be needed for growth.
This can result in poor or no germination and sickly
crops. A poorly functioning BLSS represents a threat to
crew health. To ensure that a BLSS food production
system will function well, we need to understand, at an
early stage, the impact of these long missions on the
biology. This is important to meet the Mars Exploration
Program Analysis Group (MEPAG) goals.
MEPAG Goal IV, Sub-Objective B1: Assess risks
to crew health and performance by: (1)
characterizing in detail the ionizing radiation
environment at the Martian surface. There is a known
risk that key vitamins degrade in stored food items over
time [1] [2] representing a threat to mission success.
Radiation is likely to increase the rate of degradation.
One way to address this problem is to produce (grow)
fresh nutrients during the mission. Another way is to
oversupply or stabilize critical nutrients so that
degradation isn’t a problem. There is an urgent need to
understand how long duration flights to Mars impact
both biological and nutrient stability. Simply flying and
returning sample packets to Mars and back will aid in
understanding the radiation and environmental impacts
on food and biological risks.
Objectives and Scenarios: The primary science
objectives mapped to mission scenarios is: Objective 1)
Measure the impact of a Mars mission on revival from
dormancy for yeast, bacteria, and plant seeds.
Measurement of food and nutrient degradation on long
duration missions. (Scenario robotic only, I, II, III, IV).
Objective 2) Measurement of revival rates for yeast,
bacteria, and seeds on Mars. Test food and nutrient
degradation over longer time periods, or the impact of

stabilizing technologies on slowing the degradation.
(scenario I, II, III, IV). Objective 3) Measurement of
DNA damage rate on Mars (IV).
Concept of Operations: For objective 1) packets of
dormant biology (yeast, bacillus, plant seeds) and of
food test samples are attached to the inside of return
vehicles traveling out to Mars and back. Ideally, some
samples would reside on Mars for some time prior to
return while some would remain in orbit before return.
Samples could be placed on a variety of missions, and
should be present on multiple early missions, including
the upcoming sample return mission. Germination or
revival rates would be measured on return to earth as
well as DNA mutation rates. Nutrient levels will be
measured in returned food samples and compared to
Earth stored controls. No crew or power is required for
this type of experiment, and base line experiments
should be performed well in advance of any crewed
missions. Return masses of less than 50 g are possible.
Packets should be prepositioned on Mars during robotic
landing missions and retrieved by crews during their
missions, increasing the exposure times (Scenario I, II,
III, IV). No special equipment of any kind is needed.
Objective 2) “Measuring dormancy break on Mars”,
would require small culturing vessels that could be preloaded with nutrients requiring only the addition of a 15 mL of potable water. For bacteria or fungi, the growth
curve could be measured using the same techniques as
on BioSentinel [3]. Plants would be germinated on
specialized plates, and germination rates determined by
counting seedlings, or sending a picture back to Earth.
In principle, this could be performed using a robotic
lander or by a crew. Time estimates for crew are 1 to 2
hours total time. Nutrients in food would have to be
measured using a colorimetric assay or returned to Earth
for full analysis and characterization. If returning to
Earth, they could remain in their packets and up masses
of less than 50 g are possible with no special storage
requirements. Total down mass could be restricted to 5
– 10 kg or less.
Objective 3) “Measurement of DNA damage rate on
Mars,” could be estimated by looking at mutation rates
that result in the loss of function in the ability to use a
specific nutrient source (classic Ames test). This could
be measured by examining growth curves in nutrient
solutions, an analogous approach to the Biosentinel. A
second approach that would be most appropriate for
scenario IV where there is a permanent habitation,
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would be to use a sequencing system on Mars. This
system will be valuable for monitoring the microbiome
in vehicles and the habitat, as well as for detecting Earth
life carried into the local environment. If Mars life has
16S ribosomal RNA (panspermia) then the same system
would be useful in detecting it. A sequencing system
would require specialized reagents brought from Earth
(a 10 kg down mass of supplies) and would allow for
thousands of runs. Only the data would be returned to
Earth. In a sequencing approach, DNA would be
isolated from biology packets and then sequenced.
Cross comparisons of thousands of reads would
determine the mutation rate.
Recommended Special Tools: No specialize tools
are require for objective 1. Objective 2 requires a plate
reader, specialized plates with the organisms
prepositioned, a pipet for conducting a dilution series, a
camera (as part of crew equipment) for photographing
seedling counts. For nutrient tests, special solutions
would be needed for measuring the nutrients
colorimetrically on the same plate reader as used for
growth curves. The down mass is given in the concept
of operations.
Objective 3 could be performed using only a plate
reader, however a sequencer that is likely to be present
on a scenario IV mission for reasons given above could
do the job more directly. Recommended resources are:
a sequencing system (Minion or equivalent),
metagenomics reagents, and computational power
similar to a PlayStation 4 loaded with a 50 Gb or larger
sequencing data base.
This would allow for
metagenomics work to be conducted on Mars with no
sample return (estimated down mass of 10 kg). The
computational resource can service multiple payloads or
be used to meet other needs.
It is likely that there will be a mass spectrometer
(MS) landed within a scenario IV mission. If it could
be made “multi-purpose” then more chemistry analysis
can be performed on Mars without the need for
returning the samples to earth. It would be beneficial to
a crewed mission to have liquid and gas
chromatography available using the MS as a detector.
This allows for the identification of multiple chemistries
including food nutrients as well as enabling the search
for amino and nucleic acids on Mars (search for Mars or
Earth life MEPAG goal I and IV, D.) The mass
allocation could be divided between different science
packages and is approximately 20 kg down mass.
Refferences: [1] M. Cooper, M. Perchonok and G.
L. Douglas, "Initial assessment of the nutritional quality
of the space food," npj Microgravity , vol. 3, no. 17,
2017. [2] G. L. Douglas, R. M. Wheeler and R. F.
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RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY OF DIAMONDIZED FEATURES IN ENIGMATIC ROCK FROM SOOKE BASIN
J. A. Sawicki1 and C. Ebrahimi2, 1Interatomics, Victoria, BC, Canada, (jasawicki@shaw.ca), 2Sooke, BC, Canada.
Introduction: A very intriguing 13 kg oriented stone with
magnetic properties and ~70% of surface covered with black
fusion crust was discovered recently near Juan de Fuca Strait,
in British Columbia. Our previous geochemical, petrological,
X-ray diffraction, Raman, Mössbauer and oxygen isotopic
analyses [1], [2] suggest that it could be an ungrouped
primitive achondrite of polymict breccia type ejected either
from early watery Mars [3], planetesimals or large asteroids.
The abundance of magnesium, pyroxenes, olivines and
lonsdaleite-diamonds makes it similar to carbonaceous
ultramafic ureilites [4], [5], [6]. We are performing further
analyses required for the name application and classification
of this find.

2340, 2460, 2640, 2800, 2970 and 3140 cm-1 (Fig. 3). These
can be interpreted as vibrations at the interfaces of tiny
londsdaleite regions surrounded by diopside and other carbon
forms interacting closely via C-O-Si bonds.

Here, we report more detailed Raman spectroscopy study
of the selected enigmatic fossil-like areas shown in Fig. 1.
Our work may suggest that Martian expeditions should use
Raman spectrometers in search for nanodiamonds in shockimpacted rocks as possible biomarks of ancient life there.

Figure 1. Photographs of two polished fragments of Sooke
find. Red lines point to areas examined by Raman spectra.
Raman spectra: The spectra were recorded with 633 and
785 nm laser beams of Renishaw InVia micro-spectrometer.
Dark areas in Fig. 1 have clearly shown the bands of
clinopyroxene-diopside at 320, 660 and 1010 cm-1, in accord
with X-ray diffraction and Mössbauer spectra analyses [1],
[2]. Spectra of white areas (Fig. 2), show a broad asymmetric
D-band peaking at ~1310 cm-1, consisting of modes E2g at
1245, A1g at ~1305 and E1g at ~1355 cm-1, similar to spectra
of the diamond lonsdaleite separates from Popigai impact
crater described by Ovsyuk et al. [7], and in fair agreement
with ab initio calculated values [8]. Relative intensities of
breathing mode A1g of carbon hexagons and vibrational E1g
mode of carbon chains strongly depend on the position in the
Raman map and on the orientation of lonsdaleite particles
with respect to the sample surface and laser beam, while but
the position of modes remains the same. A very narrow T2g
band at 1332 cm-1 characteristic of cubic diamond was not
observed in the spectra recorded thus far.
The band near 1600 cm-1 consists mostly of D’ band at
1610 cm-1 and a narrower G band at 1560-1580 cm-1 due to
E2g stretching in the planar sp2 bonds that are fundamental
building blocks of carbon allotropes graphite and graphene.
In addition to the first order Raman bands there are also
broad second-order bands combining excitations at ~2200,

Figure 2. Raman spectra of the white areas in Figure 1
recorded with 785 nm laser beam in the shift range 950-1700
cm-1. The subbands E2g, A1g and E1g identified by Ovsyuk et
al. [7] in lonsdaleite separates from Popigai impact crater
are added in the top spectrum for comparison.
The Raman map of the 25x45 µm white area was obtained
in 45 sectors with 785 nm laser beam during 15 s in each of
5x5 µm sectors. The relative intensities of E2g, A1g and E1g
subbands strongly depend on the position in the map and
differ even between some adjacent sectors, similarly as in
Fig. 2. The observed correlation between intensities of these
subbands and 1010 cm-1 band of diopside may suggest that
the formation of lonsdaleite particles was helped by diopside
crystals that kept carbonaceous inclusions under increased
during shock and thermal transformations.
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of G-band and FWHMD versus FWHMG suggest that the
Sooke find was exposed to much higher degree of shock
metamorphism than thermally metamorphosed extraterrestial
carbonaceous matter and even than ureilites.

Figure 3. Raman spectrum of white area recorded with
532 nm laser beam in the shift range 2000 to 3200 cm-1.
Depicted are proposed identifications of the second-order
bands.
Discussion: Nanodiamonds are abundant in the Universe,
and found in interplanetary dust particles, comets, carbonrich stars and in many carbonaceous meteorites, and
especially in ureilites [4], [5], [6]. Diamonds in meteorites
and impact craters are presently intensely investigated using
Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectra of carbon rich regions
in our Sooke find are characteristic of very well defined
lonsdaelite embedded in diopside. It cannot be excluded that
the fossils discovered in Sooke find could be a remnant of
alien carbon organisms, for instance from Noachian period
on Mars ca. 3 billions years ago or from other watery
protoplanet, that transformed under impact shock and shear
to nanodiamonds. As we show here, the nanodiamonds, and
especially lonsdaleite particles, can be investigated in more
detail using Raman spectroscopy.
Meteoritic and synthetic detonation nanodiamonds are
similar and consist of a diamond core surrounded by
amorphous and graphite-like carbon. Nanodiamonds exist as
polytypes with cubic or hexagonal symmetry. The most
known polytype of diamond is lonsdaleite 2H, a faulted and
twinned 3C polytype, discovered in the Canyon Diablo,
Popigai, Tunguska and other impact craters. Lonsdaleite
particles can also be formed by CVD process or shocks at
1000-2300 K and 30-40 GPa when the parent body
experienced a major impact. Some researchers suggested that
large diamond inclusions inside the Almahata-Sitta ureilite
meteorite were formed inside a large protoplanet such as
Mercury, possibly even Mars, but the most recent studies
ascribe the presence of nanodiamonds in ureilites to impact
shocks. Further research should reveal whether our Sooke
find could be classified as an ungrouped primitive achondrite
of polymict breccia type, or if it is an enigmatic terrestrial
rock from impact craters or other conditions necessary for
forming lonsdaleite particles.
We are now examining the correlations between positions,
shapes, structures, FWHM widths, and intensity ratios of the
D and G bands in Sooke #1 in comparison with carbonaceous
pyroxene-olivine achondrites containing impact diamonds.
Our data in Fig. 4 and other examined correlations such as
FWHMD versus position of D-band, FWHMG versus position

Figure 4. Dependence of D/G bands intensity ratio on Dband FWHMD in various carbonaceous materials from space
[9], [10] with the data for Sooke find added as black dot.
Presenting our results at this conference was encouraged by
recent observations from the Raman-IR SHERLOC on the
Perseverance rover on Mars where organic matter was
identified in a ~2-mm size area, that is similar in size to
diamondized inclusions in the Sooke find. We hope that
higher resolution Raman spectra of extraterrestrial sediments
and rocks will be measured, thus enabling a comparison with
spectra of carbonaceous features observed in our work. We
would also like to continue the studies of Sooke find in more
thorough and possibly collaborative effort with other
researchers and laboratories.
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AGNOSTIC LIFE FINDER (ALF) SCREENS TONS OF MARS ISRU WATER BEFORE AND AFTER
CREW ARRIVAL. J. Spacek1 and S. A. Benner1, 1Firebird Biomolecular Sciences, LLC, 13709 Progress Blvd
Suite N104, Box 17 Alachua, FL 32615. jspacek@firebirdbio.com

Introduction: To “Determine If Mars…Still
Supports Life” is the first and the most important goal
determined by Mars Exploration Program Analysis
Group (MEPAG) [1]. This is because “[f]inding life on
another world would have great social and scientific
impacts” [1], but also because human presence on
Mars will inevitably lead to forward and potentially to
backward biological contamination [2,3].
NASA is no longer the only entity seeking to land
humans on Mars [4,5]. These others need not delay
human arrival until after astrobiological assessments
are complete. The first crewed mission to Mars will
likely arrive in early 2030’s. This imposes a clear
deadline by which the MPAG’s objective to
“[d]etermine the astrobiological baseline of the
human landing site prior to human arrival.” [1] must
be reached.
On the other hand, along with this very imminent
deadline comes an opportunity to conduct the necessary astrobiological assessment at “acceptable cost”:
Large-scale ISRU operations, including extensive water mining, must be conducted before the first crewed
mission to Mars [6]. The locally mined water,
necessary for human consumption and production of
rocket propellant for the return to Earth, can also be
used for large-scale agnostic life screening. ALF
(Agnostic Life Finder), a low-cost life screening
instrument proposed below would provide sufficient
confidence about the presence of the life on Mars using
the ISRU water. Continued screening of the ISRU
samples after the crew arrival will determine the extent
of possible forward contamination and help increase
confidence in any conclusion that Mars is sterile. If
Martian life is present, ALF will analyze its biological
diversity.
Results and discussion: To be successful, an
agnostic life finding must answer these questions:
1) What should we seek? ALF seeks polymers with
a repeating backbone charge with building blocks that
fit a Schrödinger aperiod crystal [7] (Fig. 1). Polyelectrolyte structure allows the informational molecule
to evolve its information content without changing its
physical properties, essential for an informational
molecule to support Darwinian evolution. Size/shape
uniform building blocks allow phase transition physics
to ensure faithful information transfer.
2) Where should we seek polyelectrolytes? On a
planet where life is sparse, looking "here" rather than
"there" can miss even universal biosignatures. ALF

manages this sampling conundrum by inspecting tens
to hundreds of tons of water-ice that must be mined
during ISRU. Because of dust storms, this water-ice
samples the entire accessible Martian surface.
The "lasagna" layered structure of the ice-dust
deposits at mid latitudes on Mars are able to provide
the energy to sustain life.

Fig. 1. Polyelectrolyte Theory of the Gene holds that
all life in water must have an informational polymer
with a repeating charge, negative or positive. In both,
the polyelectrolyte is a "handle" that lets an agnostic
life finder (ALF) concentrate scarce genetic molecules
from bulk water, agnostic to the alphabet used to write
biological information. As a second criterion, "letters"
in the alphabet must also have similar size/shape, to fit
an aperiodic crystal [7]. Both structural universals are
essential for Darwinian evolution. However, beyond
these, little else is universal [8]. ALF must be agnostic
with respect to all other structural features.
ALF instrument design. ALF will continuously
separate ions from mined water ice, using multi-compartment size exclusion membrane electrofiltration
(Fig. 2). The electric field perpendicular to the ISRU
water flow accelerates cations towards the platinum
foil cathode and anions towards the platinum foil anode. The migration of the ions is halted and diverted to
outlets by size-exclusion membranes. ALF’s input is
Martian ISRU water-polluted by particulates (dust,
sand) and salts. ALF’s output are 7 streams: Desalted
output containing particulate matter and concentrated
streams of ions sorted into six different flows. From
anode to cathode, these are: halide acid stream (F-, Cl-),
large anion mineral acids (SO4-, ClO4-), large
polyanions (genetic polymers), large polycations
(genetic polymers), multivalent cations (Mg2+), and
monovalent cations (Na+, K+)(Fig. 2). The main
products of ALF are desalted and concentrated genetic
polymers (polyelectrolytes), but sorted acidic and alkaline streams might also be used by Mars inhabitants.
The membranes are highly durable, with pores
ranging from 5 µm – 1 nm, A microfiltration membrane (PTFE) is the innermost barrier preventing
particulate matter from entering the polyelectrolyte
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streams. Reverse osmosis membranes (DuPont FilmTec) are the outermost barriers, preventing exchange
of small ions between electrode compartments and
compartments containing filtrated of Martian water. To
prevent membrane fouling, the membranes are periodically cleaned by reversal of the electrode polarity.

Fig. 2. Scheme of the ALF membrane electrofiltration
device. It comprises a stack of 8 porous membranes
between two electrodes. Membrane pores go from
largest (microfiltration membrane) to smallest (reverse
osmosis) in the order PM4 to PM1. The central
channel desalts polluted Martian water. Compartments
A1, A2, and A3 concentrate anions from smallest to
largest (bio-polyanions). Compartments B1, B2, and
B3 concentrate cations from smallest to largest (biopolycations). Acid and base streams (A1-A3 and B1B3) are slowly pumped out in directions indicated by
arrows. Water freely migrates between compartments
until osmotic and static pressure are equal. The electrolyte, high concentration salt brine, is recycled as
indicated by arrows. Symmetrical arrangement permits
electrode re-polarization, renewing the membranes.
Sample processing. To process particulate matter, a
jaw grinder will pulverize particulates to a fine dust.
This will be followed by sonication to disrupt any cell
compartments and shearing biopolymers to manageable fragments just before they enter the electric field
that performs the separation.
Polyelectrolyte analysis. Analysis of desalted polyelectrolytes to determine their biological origin can be
performed in situ using mass spectrometer.
Requirements. ALF requires input of Martian polluted water and electrical energy only. Because it recy-
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cles the electrolyte solution, ALF does not require any
additional inputs.
Parameters and mission integration. A prototype
able to extract most ions, including polyelectrolytes,
from 10 tons of Martian water during a 15-month
mission weighs 3 kg, measures 20x50x20 cm, and has
an energy consumption directly proportional to the
salinity of the analyzed water, with expected range
between 3-10 kWh per ton of Martian water. For
comparison, this 10-33x less energy than required to
melt a just a ton of Martian water. The distillation and
electrolysis necessary for propellant production will
require several orders more energy to produce hundreds tons of propellant required for the return vehicle
than the energy required to detect Martian life [6].
ALF integration into a crewed mission. ALF is
designed to be integrated into a vertical section of a
pipe between a Rodriguez well and a propellant production facility. [6] The waste heat mostly conducted
from the system in the output water will facilitate follow up distillation in preparation for propellant generation. After human arrival, samples of interest from suspected special regions might be analyzed by ALF by
inserting the material of interest directly to the jaw
crusher along with sufficient amount of water.
Conclusion: Genetic polyelectrolytes are the only
specific molecules necessary for life existence. Unlike
other products of life, these support Darwinian
evolution, rather than being its products. Therefore,
search for genetic polyelectrolytes is the only robust
way to achieve the MEPAG goal Goal IV, objectives
D2: “Determine if the martian environments to be
contacted by humans are free, to within acceptable risk
standards, of biohazards that could adversely affect
crew members who become directly exposed.”1.
ALF can be used to monitor presence of any type
of life, during all types of missions utilizing local
water ice, including missions before the first crew
arrival, short or long crewed missions, on Mars or
elsewhere in our solar system.
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Introduction: A search for evidence of extant life
on Mars should be conducted prior to and as part of
human exploration missions. Potentially habitable
environments for modern life occur on Mars. Despite a
vigorous campaign of exploration of the surface over
the last 3 decades, no mission has attempted to search
for signatures of extant life since the Viking landers in
1976. Finding an example of extant life beyond Earth
would be one of the greatest scientific discoveries of all
time. This is especially important because (once
discovered) the biochemistry and metabolism of the life
form can be studied. Earth and Mars exchange materials
over geologic time because impacts eject rock and
crustal materials into space that are eventually deposited
on other planets and moons [1]. Therefore, Earth and
Mars could share life with a common origin and similar
biochemistry; if this is the case, life on Mars likely
experienced billions of years of evolution in isolation
from Earth. Alternatively, Mars may host a distinct
genesis of life which could be evident from its different
biochemistry. Either discovery would change our
understanding of life in the solar system and beyond.
The Mars 2020/Perseverance sample collection
mission is not optimized for finding extant life because
the site for sample collection, Jezero Crater, was chosen
for its ancient habitability and likelihood to host fossil
evidence of life. Furthermore, the samples collected will
not be returned for at least a decade. Within that period,
technology development for human exploration will
likely be underway and it is possible that humans will
land on Mars without an updated knowledge of extant
life on Mars, which may pose a risk both to those
mission crews and to Earth when they return. Thus, it is
important to perform a search for extant life on Mars
prior to humans landing at a site where life may persist.
Salts and shallow ground ice are particularly important
environments to evaluate for extant life prior to human
missions because they may be encountered and
interacted with by human crews.
Salts and Evaporites: The properties of
evaporates and salts make them highly desirable and
easily accessible environments in the search for extant
life on Mars. On Earth, evaporites and associated brines
are inhabited in many places across the globe,
supporting a wide diversity of microbial communities
including phototrophs, lithotrophs, and heterotrophs [2].
Endolithic phototrophs are found associated with

gypsum crusts, and halite-entrapped halophilic archaea
and bacteria are commonly observed in enclosed brine
fluids, with striking and easily detectable carotenoid
pigment biosignatures [3]. Halite and gypsum minerals
offer radiation protection by attenuating ultraviolet light
and provide protection from long-term desiccation by
deliquescence [4]. Finally, dissolved salts also extend
the temperature range for maintaining liquid water
through freezing point depression and by formation of
supercooled liquids, expanding the possibility of life
processes at subzero temperatures. Concentrated brines
are also common in ice vein networks, due to exclusion
of dissolved salts during freezing point depression and
ice formation. Because many salts are hygroscopic,
liquid brines might form near the surface in locations
that receive periodic frosts. Such environments can
potentially support microbial growth.
Salts and evaporites are common at the surface and
near subsurface of Mars and are readily accessible to
mobile platforms. Maps of the Martian surface from
Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) [5] show
the distribution of chloride salts on the Martian surface
with at least 600 regions identified. Many sites are in
local depressions that may have formed from surface
runoff, groundwater upwelling, and/or hydrothermal
activity. The widespread presence of perchlorate salts
on Mars may allow brines to form over a large part of
the Martian surface due to deliquescence [6] but
currently can form only at temperatures too low for
terrestrial metabolism. Still, the potential habitability of
such low temperature brines should be carefully studied.
Ice Rich Terrains: These are important locations
to search for extant Martian life and are planetary
protection “special regions” where higher spacecraft
sterilization and cleanliness is required because of their
potential habitability. Ground ice is accessible and
widespread on Mars at latitudes above 35o N /45o S [7].
On Mars, quasiperiodic climate change results from
variations in orbital parameters (obliquity, eccentricity,
and season of perihelion) [8] causing the intensity of
incident sunlight at a given latitude to change over time
along with the locations and timing of habitable
conditions in the ice.
Transient liquid water can occur on current Mars
from the melting of ice; the stability is enhanced when
salts are also present forming brines. Current summer
temperatures in ice-rich midlatitude regions are
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sufficient to support life if melting ice or frost provides
transient water. Transient liquid water from melted
snow supports microbial life residing below the surface
of sandstones in Antarctic dry valleys [9]; analog sites
with temperatures comparable to modern midlatitude
Mars. It is important to determine if life exists in
midlatitude ice prior to human exploration activities that
aim to use that resource to prevent both the risk to Earth
of inadvertently bringing potentially harmful organisms
from Mars, risks to astronaut health, and the
complication of recognizing Mars life once terrestrial
contamination has occurred.
Sampling ground ice to search for life can be
accomplished with landers or rovers carrying 1-2 m
drilling systems. McKay et al. [10] describes a life
search mission hosted on a stationary lander with a
drilling system to search for biosignatures of life at the
Phoenix Mission landing site. Rover-based drilling
would be preferable to search for life in mid-latitudes
where the ice depth and heterogeneity below the surface
is not well known. Two rover missions with
representative drilling capability will be flown soon: the
lunar Volatiles Investigating Polar Exploration Rover
(VIPER) [11] and the ExoMars rover [12]. Flight
prototype life detection instruments fed with a 1m drill
like that on VIPER have successfully identified
biosignatures in Mars analog hyper arid Atacama Desert
samples that were collected and analyzed during Mars
mission simulations [13] demonstrating that this life
detection mission concept can be successful.
Methods to detect extant life Life on Mars could
either stem from a shared ancestry with life on Earth or
from a separate genesis, so life detection strategies can
be either agnostic, meaning they do not depend upon
Martian life similarity with terrestrial life, or can be
performed under the assumption that life on Mars would
biochemically resemble terrestrial life. A successful
search must define features of living systems that should
be present in any form of life. The use of multiple
instruments which can corroborate each other is highly
desirable to avoid false positive or negative results. One
important instrument that has high heritage from
previous missions is Gas Chromatography Mass
Spectrometry such as the Sample Analysis on Mars
(SAM) instrument on MSL [14]. The instrument should
measure organic molecules with sensitivity sufficient to
identify patterns of carbon and nitrogen molecules that
are distinct from meteoritic and cosmogenic
distributions of those molecules and therefor indicate a
biological origin. Another relevant measurement
technology assays samples for biochemical compounds
widely distributed in all terrestrial organisms using
Fluorescent Sandwich Immunoassay as the detection
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method [15]. Another promising life detection
technology under development uses Microchip
Electrophoresis coupled with LASER Induced
Fluorescence to extract and detect amino acids and
determine their chirality [16].
The confidence in results indicating life would
depend on the ability to distinguish signals from noise
and on individual results within the context of the
entirety of the results. Future missions would therefore
benefit from the development of suites of instruments
capable of conclusive in situ detection of extant life.
Human interaction vastly simplifies sample preparation
so many life detection methods can be supported.
Spacecraft resources should support enough sample
analyses to replicate measurements, and importantly,
positive, and negative controls. Contamination control
should be coupled with contamination knowledge so
that Earth-based material can be eliminated as a possible
source of any biological material discovered in Martian
samples.
A robotic payload to detect extant life will be low
mass compared to human support systems. Therefor it
could be deployed at a more habitable site distant from
the human landing site in a zone of low biological
potential, accompanying short stay human landings as
an auxiliary payload. Once the risk of Mars life to
human crews is better understood, the search for life on
Mars will be a compelling science objectives of long
stay missions involving human crews. Crews could
operate systems such as deep drills to sample km-deep
subsurface aquifers and use flying robots or tethered
systems to explore caves for life. These possibilities will
be presented at the workshop.
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Introduction: In order to understand the
processes and history of climates on Mars, the
study on dust and the processes by which
volatiles and dust exchange between surface
and atmospheric reservoirs is critical.[1]
Furthermore, the scientific data for
atmospheric electricity and dust are useful to
minimize the dust impact on human health for
a long term stay on Mars, surface mechanical
systems and surface operations. MEPAG
Goal IV Science Analysis Group (2010)
highlights the dust impact on seals and
electrical properties of mechanical surface
systems, and the corrosive chemical effects of
dust on different materials.[2]
Silicate minerals known for causing
respiratory disease silicosis, perchlorates
known for damaging thyroid gland and
gypsum known for damaging lungs exist in
regolith or atmospheric dust on Mars.[3]
Furthermore, the presence and distribution of
Hexavalent Cromium(CrVI) known as a
carcinogen needs to be investigated.[4]
While Phoenix, MER (Opportunity and
Spirit) and Curiosity produced the significant
amount of data related to dust, the further
investigation by proximal humans will
deepen our understanding Martian dust and
soil conductivity.

Measurements and equipment: First,
Martian dust monitoring system will record
wind speed and direction in order to evaluate
the correlation between dust concentration
and wind in a similar manner as dust is
measured in construction, mining, quarrying
and energy development sites on earth.
In addition, for the safety of human residents
in a habitat, the level of dust in the indoor air
must be constantly monitored. Thus, the dust
monitoring system must be a critical
component of the habitat. Proximal humans
need to install dust monitoring outposts in
several locations, which are wirelessly
connected to the main control unit in the
habitat. The outposts are needed to be
designed with minimum volume and mass so
that a proximal human can carry and install
them easily. A proximal human needs a drill
to install the dust monitoring outposts. In
order to minimize the amount of EVA, it is
recommended to install outposts close to the
habitat.
Second, a handheld dust particle measuring
device can be used by a proximal human to
perform the field measurement and analysis
of the concentration of Martian dust particles.
The device may be similar to any of handheld
dust devices used in industry on earth, but it
needs to be modified to operate in Mars
environment.
Third, a handheld tool for a proximal human
to collect dust sample and a habitat-based
laboratory where a proximal human can
analyze sample are needed to understand the
composition and structure of Martian dust.

A composite image of Mars dust storm (Credit: NASA/JPLCaltech)
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All three activities can be performed by a
proximal human during EVA which may last
no more than three hours. All four scenariosa crew of two in Short-Stay Extra
Extravehicular Activity (EVA), a crew of two
in Short-Stay Extra Robots, a crew of four in
Long-Stay Long Mobility, and a crew of four
in Long-Stay Fixed Hab- are feasible for the
three Martian dust investigation approaches.
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